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Abstract 
 
Recently, as the word "ubiquitous society" describes, the technologies related to the 
Internet and to location information are developing remarkably. Handheld devices with 
built-in GPS capabilities, such as smart-phones, slate PCs, Portable Navigation Devices 
(PNDs) have spread conspicuously, and many location-based applications for mobile devices 
are being developed. Furthermore, usages of location information draw attention for personal 
use as well as automations in heavy industry and agriculture. However, built-in GPS 
receivers in mobile devices offer low-quality positioning with an accuracy of around 3~5 
meters. In addition, in locations in urban areas enclosed by skyscrapers, the accuracy is 
further degraded.  
The potential use of highly accurate location information has not been adequately 
exploited for various applications as yet, since costs for obtaining high positioning accuracy at 
sub-meter level data is still prohibitive. There are various grades of GPS devices and the cost 
of different devices depends on their hardware quality and therefore their accuracy, for 
example, professional double-frequency receivers cost ¥2,000,000~¥3,000,000, professional 
single-frequency ones ¥100,000~¥300,000 and low-cost ones cost around ¥10,000. Therefore, 
lowering the cost of highly accurate data could be a vital element to widen further 
location-based services or business. Additionally, attached software in most GPS devices and 
GPS internal processing units are generally closed as a black box. This means that 
positioning algorithms cannot be modified or tuned to improve the accuracy for specific 
applications. 
This research aimed at widening the market for location-based services (LBS) or 
location-related businesses by lowering accurate positioning costs, standardizing positioning 
processes, and providing web services for GPS data managements and the processes. The 
research considered various degradation factors of GPS positioning and implemented a 
sequence of steps that mitigate them.  
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Firstly, some data filtering functions were implemented to mitigate the systematic 
errors of standard positioning (e.g. caused by satellite geometry and positioning fix status 
such as no fix, 2D and 3D positioning) using Dilution of Precision (DOP) and positioning fix 
mode. Line generalization and map-matching algorithms, which constrains GPS tracks to 
existing transportation routes, were applied for handling degraded data that is affected by 
multipath in urban canyon.  
Secondly, open source software for enhancing GPS positioning, goGPS (Realini, 2009) 
was adopted to remove the positioning errors (e.g. clock synchronization errors, ephemeris 
quality, atmospheric effects on the signal.), and to enhance the quality of GPS data itself by 
applying relative positioning with respect to a GPS master station. This software has the 
potential to achieve the accuracy at sub-meter level such as 40cm~80cm.  
Thirdly, in order to provide enhanced location data and positioning processes for wide 
and diverse usages, the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Web Processing Service 
(WPS)(The Open Geospatial Consortium, 2003a) compliant positioning services were 
developed by adopting a new web-based processing engine, ZOO (Fenoy et al., 2009; 2010). 
ZOO is a fundamental technology that enables software processes to provide as web services. 
This can enhance service usability, and also it enables to create new services by making 
“Chain” different services. In addition, goGPS MATLAB codes were ported to Java in order to 
implement web services using ZOO.  
Finally, a Grid function using Grid Engine was integrated with ZOO to handle a large 
number of accesses or heavy amount of processes using distributed grid execution machines. 
A ZOO server has capabilities to host many different sorts of processes as web services to the 
public. Therefore, many concurrent requests from clients could arise, so the server may need 
to run processes simultaneously or handle huge datasets. This could be a possible reason for 
crashing or lowering of the server response due to overload. In this research, some 
benchmarking tests were carried out, comparing with grid, ZOO server and local processing. 
The results clearly indicated grid advantages and the scalability at handling of large number 
of users and data volumes.      
This research developed open standards compliant services and enhanced versatility 
of positioning processes. This enabled other systems or services to utilize the goGPS 
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positioning. Moreover, integrating web technologies with GPS positioning enhanced 
interoperability and usability of the system. Systems and services developed during this 
research were implemented using Free Open Source Software (FOSS) and OGC standards. 
This enabled to easily apply the outcomes for other research and also lowers development 
costs since there are fewer restrictions on modification and redistribution than proprietary 
software. Furthermore, this research has led to practical adoptions that indicate the potential 
of the developed systems and services.
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
Recently, as the word "ubiquitous society" describes, technologies related to the 
Internet and to location information are developing remarkably. Handheld devices with 
built-in GPS capabilities, such as smart-phones, slate PCs, or PNDs have spread 
conspicuously, and many location-based applications for mobile devices are being developed. 
Furthermore, usages of location information draw attention for personal use as well as 
automations in heavy industry and agriculture. Location-based online collaborative platforms 
are proving to be an effective and widely adopted solution for geospatial data collection, 
update and sharing. Popular collaborative projects such as OpenStreetMap1, WikiMapia2 and 
other services can collect and publish UGCs (or CGCs) including geospatial contents, and 
these services can be applied for quick field surveys at both professional and non-professional 
levels. Nevertheless, data collected with such devices are often not accurate enough to avoid 
user’s interventions before using or sharing them. For example, built-in GPS receivers in 
mobile phones and PNDs offer low-quality positioning with an accuracy of around 3~5 meters. 
In addition, in locations in urban areas enclosed by skyscrapers, the accuracy degrades 
further.  
Potential with highly accurate location information has not been fully realized both 
at consumer and industrial levels yet, since obtaining high positioning accuracy is still costly. 
There are various grades of GPS devices: professional double-frequency receivers can get 
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positioning with an accuracy of some centimeters by RTK, professional couple with 
single-frequency receivers can improve the accuracy to less than 1 meter using DGPS 
correction data or single-frequency RTK, while low-cost receivers, which are mainly used for 
cell-phones and car navigation devices, have accuracies of some meters. The cost of different 
devices depends on their hardware quality and therefore their accuracy, for example, 
professional double-frequency ones cost ¥2,000,000~¥3,000,000, professional 
single-frequency ones ¥100,000~¥300,000 and low-cost ones less than ¥10,000. Therefore, 
lowering the cost of highly accurate data could be a vital element to widen further LBS and 
potential business/industrial applications. Additionally, attached software in most GPS 
devices and GPS internal processing units are generally closed as a black box. This means 
that positioning algorithms cannot be modified or tuned to improve the accuracy for specific 
applications. 
The research considered various degradation factors of GPS positioning and 
implemented a sequence of steps that mitigate them. Some data filtering functions were 
implemented to remove systematic errors of standard positioning (e.g. caused by satellite 
geometry and positioning status such as no fix, 2D and 3D positioning) using Dilution of 
Precision (DOP) and positioning fix mode. Line generalization and map-matching algorithms, 
which constrains GPS tracks to existing transportation routes, were applied for handling 
degraded data that is affected by multipath in urban canyon. Other positioning errors (e.g. 
clock synchronization errors, ephemeris quality, and atmospheric effects on the signal.) can 
be mitigated by applying relative positioning with respect to a GPS master station. 
goGPS3 is originally MATLAB4 based open source software that gets raw GPS data 
(e.g. code pseudo range, carrier phase, signal-to-noise ratio, ephemerides and timing) in input, 
processes them within a KF (Kalman, 1960; Grewal and Andrews, 2001) specifically 
developed to apply RTK and address low-cost GPS navigation issues, optionally includes 
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external sources of data such as DTMs or line networks, and gives enhanced positioning in 
output. This software has the potential to enhance the quality of GPS data itself by applying 
relative positioning and achieve the positioning accuracy to sub-meter level such as 
40cm~80cm (Realini, 2009).  
Providing opportunities for collecting and sharing high quality data by goGPS 
positioning to a wide and diverse user, requires integrating modern GPS processing 
algorithms with web technologies. ZOO5 is a new framework that enables implementing Web 
Processing Services (WPS) that are comply to international standards proposed by OGC.	  
WPS compliant services can be supported by various GIS applications or systems. Recently, 
WPS technology has been attracting rising attention in GIS related studies and increasing a 
number of WPS related research and developments have been being carried out since WPS 
implementation enhances the usability of the processes. In recent information technology 
developments, there are remarkable trends that shift software processing from local 
computation units to remote ones in order to provide web services such as SaaS, PaaS and 
IaaS. Cloud Computing is the latest effort in delivering computing resources as a service: it 
represents a shift away from software as a product that is purchased, to software as a service 
that is delivered to consumers over the Internet from large-scale data centers – or “clouds” 
(Sriram and Khajeh-Hosseini, 2010). Therefore, WPS is the one of the key technologies in the 
recent geo-spatial and information technologies, for enabling various geo-processing to 
provide standardized services.  
This thesis describes the developments of standardized web services for accurate 
positioning with low cost GPS receivers, which comply with open WPS standards, in order to 
enable services that provide the precise positioning data for wide and diverse usages, and to 
lower the costs on highly accurate positioning. The research also shows various methods to 
enhance positioning data through web services and how the web services can be utilized with 
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other services and exploit their potential in a wide variety of applications. Furthermore, this 
research targets on large-scale system development by integrating a grid computing 
technology with ZOO in order to handle a large number of accesses and processes. This 
development is fundamental research on utilizing cloud resources for large-scale system 
deployments.  
 
Disposition of the Dissertation 
This research aimed at widening the market for location-based services (LBS) or 
location-related businesses by lowering accurate positioning costs, standardizing positioning 
processes, and providing web services for GPS data managements and the processes. The 
research considered various degradation factors of GPS positioning and implemented a 
sequence of steps that mitigate them.  
Chapter 2 illustrates a web based track log management system, which enables 
providing collaborative frameworks for wide and diverse users. This chapter explains some 
data filtering functions to mitigate positioning errors. In Chapter 3, the implementation of 
map-matching algorithms for handling multipath effect is presented and the map-matched 
results are also shown. Chapter 4 describes goGPS architecture, relative positioning and 
includes the result of GPS data enhancement using the software. In this chapter, the porting 
of goGPS MATLAB code to Java, in order to provide web based positioning services using 
ZOO, is explained. Chapter 5 explains ZOO architecture and the WPS implementation using 
ZOO and PyWPS to provide web services to various applications. Chapter 6 shows the 
integrated architecture and implemented of ZOO and grid software, Grid Engine and its 
functions for enhancing system scalability are described. Chapter 7 shows ongoing practical 
applications based on this research and discuss the potentiality for further applications. 
Chapter 8 contains the conclusion and future works. Finally, a list of references and 
appendixes for comparative results of Java matrix libraries are also included.  
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Chapter 2  
Web-based system for track log 
management and data filtering 
 
2.1 Introduction 
There are various desktop GPS tools including attached software (e.g. GPS mate6, 
Qstarz Travel Recoder7, GPSBabel8 , etc.). These desktop tools are used for GPS data 
operations such as data search, display, export, filtering, etc. These tools are multi-functions, 
however, the operations are cumbersome for users and it takes some time to get used to them. 
In addition, these desktop tools need to be installed in PCs, which is difficult to share output 
GPS tracks with other users. It is necessary to have user-friendly interfaces and also 
interoperable functions in order to provide collaborative frameworks for multiple users. 
This chapter describes web interfaces for managing GPS data and several filtering 
methods to improve GPS track logs. These interfaces allow users to operate GPS data 
searching, filtering and uploading GPS data to the server through web browsers. Later in this 
chapter, some quality filtering to remove low quality data are explained. Moreover, data 
generalization algorithm is shown to reduce data volume.  
 
                                                   
 
6 https://sites.google.com/a/gpsmate.jp/gpsmate/ 
7 http://www.qstarz.com/Products/GPS%20Products/BT-Q1300-F.htm 
8 http://www.gpsbabel.org 
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2.2 Web-based track log management system 
A web-based prototype system for track log management was developed to support 
GPS data management and also to provide collaborative frameworks for multiple users. The 
system allows users to query and display track logs interactively by selecting date, time, data 
source (by IP address of GPS receiver clients), GPS positioning status (e.g. 2D, 3D fix and no 
fix mode – see Section 2.3 for an explanation of these terms), number of satellites and HDOP 
on OpenLayers9 web interface. Figure 2.1 shows the web interface and displays an example 
search result of track logs on the OpenStreetMap layer in Italy (Realini et al., 2010). 
OpenLayers is one of the most active open source projects for web mapping using AJAX. In 
this interface, Google Maps (vector and satellite maps) and OpenStreetMap road network 
were used as background layers. Additional data, as for example a 1/25000 scale Japanese 
road network layer (Orkney GIS Datapack 200710), can be overlaid through WMS (The Open 
Geospatial Consortium, 2003b) connection provided by a remote server. Track logs (blue line) 
displayed in the web interface can be exported in several formats such as KML and GPX11. 
The exported data can be used in other GIS applications such as desktop GIS and virtual 
globe viewers.  
The architecture of the system can be divided into three components (Figure 2.2). 
The first being GPS component which conducts GPS positioning and produces tracks, in 
NMEA 018312 format. The second is the server component that provides data archiving and 
geospatial services, this is explained later in this section. The third is the client component for 
viewing GPS locations and track logs. In particular, the server component enables searches 
within track logs and tracking services to the client components through HTTP. Web 
browsers, like Firefox, Opera and Google Chrome, etc. are examples of the client components 
                                                   
 
9 http://openlayers.org 
10 http://www.orkney.co.jp/service/product/data/datapack/ 
11 http://www.topografix.com/gpx.asp 
12 http://www.nmea.org/content/nmea_standards/nmea_083_v_400.asp 
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that can interact with the server. Digital globe viewers, such as Google Earth, can also be the 
client component. Desktop GIS or other GIS applications can be used for displaying search 
results which are exported from the OpenLayers interface. 
The server component was implemented on a Linux platform using PostgreSQL13 
and PostGIS in order to store and query GPS data. Apache14 and PHP15 provide web 
mapping applications with OpenLayers, which was adopted for the web mapping viewer to 
provide various mapping operations for the client interface. The resulting position data 
(NMEA) can be uploaded to the server database (PostgreSQL) through a web interface. Once 
stored in its database, the data can be queried by some parameters through the OpenLayers 
web interface. Then PostgreSQL and PostGIS retrieve corresponding data, according to input 
parameters.  
 
2.3 Quality-based filtering 
As explained in previous section, the web-based track log management system has 
data search functions to filter GPS data by quality related parameters (e.g. number of 
satellites, DOP (Spilker, 1996) and positioning fix mode). “Fix” is a term commonly used for 
consumer GPS devices that indicates the action of computing a position (e.g. “time-to-first-fix” 
or “TTFF” indicates the time the receiver needs to compute a position after being switched on). 
This is not to be confused with the fixing of ambiguities, which are typically referred to as 
“fixed” as opposed to “float”. GPS measurement generally needs four satellites to calculate a 
“3D fix” position, which includes altitude. The calculation using three satellites performs “2D 
fix” positioning. Some receivers even record GPS data under “no fix” status (e.g. the quality of 
the signal was lower than a chosen threshold, so the positioning is labeled as “no fix”) thus 
                                                   
 
13 http://www.postgresql.org 
14 http://www.apache.org 
15 http://www.php.net 
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many noisy positions can be displayed on the web map. The web system provides an 
interactive web interface to check the parameters and results, at the same time in order to 
remove such noisy data from the plot. Figure 2.3 shows the effectiveness of the quality 
filtering using positioning fix mode. Blue circles indicate GPS track points that were recorded 
at walking speed in Osaka city. A lot of no fix points appeared in a red circle in Figure 2.3a 
and the no fix points were removed after quality filtering (Figure 2.3b). 
One of the degradation factors in GPS positioning is caused by the geometry of the 
satellite constellation. DOP is an indicator for the quality of the satellite geometry. Generally, 
lower value of DOP produces a better positioning accuracy. Good satellite geometry, which 
means each positioning satellites are located at greater angles, produces precise an 
intersection point and results in better a measurement (Figure 2.4a). On the other hand, an 
interaction part with poor geometry of satellite constellation becomes a line (Figure 2.4b) and 
this results in low quality of positioning.  
HDOP was adopted as an index for the quality filtering since HDOP indicates 
horizontal DOP and it is not necessary to consider vertical DOP in this research. Figure 2.5 
shows the effectiveness of HDOP based filtering, the data was taken at car speed. Figure 2.5a 
indicates a result without HDOP filtering. It displays a lot of noisy data at the beginning 
point because GPS receiver was just switched on and it was not getting good geometries of 
satellites at the moment. In contrast, Figure 2.5b shows a HDOP based filtering result, in 
which nosy data were reduced and points were less wobbling.        
Figure 2.6 indicates the distributions of accumulated whole points and HDOP that 
were recorded in Osaka city. As shown in Figure 2.6, approximately 95% of the data points 
are fixed with the HDOP value of 1.8. Song et al. (2010) suggests applying the threshold near 
the 95th percentile for filtering position points with inadequate satellite geometry, but this 
research selected the HDOP value of 2.0 near about 99th percentile. This is because the 
satellite geometry of position points at this percentile is still very good, means good quality of 
data was observed even at relatively lower value of HDOP.  
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2.4 K*DOP: Kalman filter DOP  
Using the HDOP as an index for filtering out poorly positioned points has the major 
drawback of taking into account only the satellite geometry. Lima et al. (2008) also used a 
similar approach to this research in order to enhance the precision of GPS tracks using DOP 
filtering. This information can be useful if the sky visibility condition is always the same, but 
in urban environments, the actual positioning accuracy is highly dependent on the signal 
quality, especially when using high-sensitivity GPS devices.  
This means that the receiver can track a high number of satellites, maybe also with a 
good geometry, even in situations where the signal is highly degraded. In this case, the HDOP 
would not be a good indicator of the actual positioning quality. To overcome this limitation, 
Realini et al. (2010) introduced a original DOP using KF parameter (KF is explained in 
Chapter 4), which is called as K*DOP. This method does not only compute usual DOP values 
from the coordinate co-factor matrix Q. The Q is obtained from the least-squares design 
matrix A (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2007). A method to calculate user position and velocity 
based on the pseudo range and Doppler measurements are discussed to show a design matrix. 
The basic user to satellite range measurement equations in a given ECEF XYZ coordinate 
frame can be written as 
!N  =  (x - xN )2  + (y - yN )2  + (z - zN )2 + ct     (2.1) 
where x, y, z are the user coordinates in the given ECEF coordinate frame, xi, yi and zi are the 
i-th satellite coordinates in the given ECEF coordinate frames, t is the user clock bias, c is the 
speed of light, !i  is the pseudo range measurement to satellite i and N is the number of 
visible satellites at the solution epoch. 
There are several methods used to solve the system of Eq. (2.1), which the most 
commonly used one is as follows. Iterative Least squares method, an iterative routine to 
compute position and velocity through a linearized set of equations is initiated. An initial 
position guess with a fairly broad proximity of the true position must be provided. This 
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method is fairly computationally robust provided there is redundancy in the observations. 
In the least square solution, the system of Eq. (2.1) must be linearized around an 
initial position. The design matrix is then written as 
A =
!
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!
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!
!z P1 c
! ! ! c
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where !
!x PN ,
!
!y PN ,
!
!z PN  are the direction cosines of the vector pointing from a user position to 
an i-th satellite at the k-th epoch in some XYZ Earth Fixed coordinate frame. The solution for 
the system of Eq. (2.1) in a least squares sense can be written as 
!x =  (ATC1-1A)-1  ATC1-1!!      (2.3)  
where ∆x is the vector of coordinates and the clock bias from the linearized point, C1 is the 
covariance matrix of observations and !!  is the pseudo ranges vector. 
Q = (ATA)!1       (2.4) 
Thus, the traditional Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) is 
PDOP = qX + qY + qZ      (2.5) 
where qX, qY and qZ are respectively the X, Y and Z weights along the main diagonal of Q. In 
order to have indices that represent how the filter is performing in goGPS, the coordinate 
error covariance matrix C estimated by the KF was exploited (Realini et al., 2010), i.e. 
C = (I !GA)K       (2.6) 
with I the identity matrix, G the KF gain matrix and K the coordinate error covariance matrix 
based on dynamics only. The PDOP value obtained from the KF coordinate error covariance 
matrix (from now on KPDOP) is computed as 
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KPDOP = cX + cY + cZ      (2.7) 
 
where cX, cY and cZ are respectively the X, Y and Z variances along the main diagonal of C. As 
for the Kalman-based horizontal and vertical DOP values, respectively KHDOP and KVDOP, 
they are computed by following the same logic of traditional HDOP and VDOP, i.e. 
propagating the covariance from a global (X, Y, Z) to a local (East, North, Up) reference frame 
by the equation 
        CENU = RCR
T      (2.8) 
where R is the rotation matrix from global to local frames, thus obtaining 
        KHDOP =  cE  + cN      (2.9) 
  
        KVDOP =  cu      (2.10) 
where cE, cN and cU are respectively the East, North and Up variances along the main diagonal 
of CENU. 
In this way, alternative DOP indexes that can better describe the positioning quality 
obtained by the goGPS KF are obtained. K*DOP values do not depend exclusively on satellite 
geometry, but also on the evolution of the filter itself, which includes also for example the 
variance increment for slipped satellites. 
 
2.5 Comparison between HDOP and KHDOP based filtering 
Various tests were performed in urban environments with low and high density of 
buildings, in order to check if data could be more effectively filtered out by standard HDOP or 
by using KHDOP. The example presented here, surveyed by car in a low building density 
urban environment in Italy, was chosen because the recorded data was taken on the first floor 
of a two-story parking structure, Figure 2.7 shows the complete track of GPS without filtering 
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(the parking structure is in the bottom right-hand part of the image), providing a sudden 
change from good sky visibility to no sky visibility at all. Since the GPS device used was a 
u-blox 16  Evaluation Kits AEK-4T (More details are explained in Chapter 4), its high 
sensitivity allowed for signal reception and positioning even with the highly degraded signal 
inside the parking structure. 
Figure 2.8 shows the comparison between HDOP and KHDOP-filtered tracks. The 
positioning inside the parking structure was very bad due to the lack of sky visibility, but the 
HDOP-filtered track (Figure 2.8a) keeps some of its points even when the threshold is very 
low such as the HDOP value of 1.3. By using such a strict threshold on HDOP, based on 
satellite geometry only, part of the outdoor track is deleted although it is much more accurate 
than the indoor track. On the other hand, the track filtered by KHDOP (Figure 2.8b) 
effectively removes only the points surveyed within the parking structure, leaving unchanged 
the rest of the track. Other tests confirmed the better performance of the KHDOP over the 
HDOP as an indicator of the positioning quality. 
 
2.6 Advanced filtering  
Analyzing the motion models of a vehicle in urban area can help in designing some 
specific filters to eliminate those poor position points. The vehicle travels along roads away 
from buildings, rather than a bicycle or pedestrian walk using sidewalks or alleys. This 
means that the vehicle can move fast in a clear direction and it leads to an accurate estimate 
of the vehicle velocity and heading. Based on this nature, advanced filters are developed 
through utilizing the information of velocity, angular velocity and heading changes. They are 
very effective towards eliminating the deviant position points in which primary filters such as 
DOP, Positioning fix mode and Satellite numbers may not work.  
                                                   
 
16 http://www.u-blox.com 
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Velocity filter: Given a fixed sampling time interval, the distance between two 
successive position points should be less than a specific tolerance, namely a product between 
time interval and the maximum speed allowed by the traffic regulations for city vehicles. 
Regarding this fact, a velocity filter was developed to remove any positioned point that was 
separated from the previously positioned point by a distance greater than the specified 
tolerance (Tachiki, 2005). This filtering method functions by supposing that the previously 
positioned point is accurate. However, the filter could erase successive accurate points 
wrongly if the first seed of logging data was a noisy point. Therefore, a revised velocity filter is 
implemented, which removes any positioned point that is separated from its two neighboring 
positions by a distance greater than the specified tolerance. The road speed limit of a car in 
this experiment was set to 50 km/h since the car speed was up to the value during the 
experiment. Under this constraint, it can prevent good position points from being eliminated 
as the original filter did, but some deviant points may still remain.  
Angular velocity filter: The angular velocity, representing the heading change rate of 
the vehicle, is closely related to a vehicle velocity and its turnaround radius when turning 
around. The vehicle usually turns round with small angular velocity to keep its balance. The 
partial trace formed by position outliers usually shows a large change of heading, indicating a 
large angular velocity. Therefore, an angular velocity filter was suggested to remove any 
positioned point at which the angular velocity calculated based on heading changes is greater 
than a theoretical upper limit (maximum angular velocity)  
 
!mx  =  µg /  v       (2.11) 
where, μ is the approximate coefficient of friction for road surface (0.6 for sunny day, 0.4 for 
rainy day, 0.28 for snowing day), g a gravity constant (9.8 m/s2), ν vehicle speed (m/s), ωmx is 
the maximum angular velocity (s-1) by vehicle speed ν (Song et al., 2010). 
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2.7 Line generalization function 
Quality filtering functions can reduce the number of GPS track points. However, 
some queries extract a large volume of data and need a bit of time to display the result due to 
data transmission between the server and client. In addition, OpenLayers client operations 
also gets slow if the extracted data is large. In order to reduce the amount of data 
transmission, a line generalization function was implemented using the Douglas-Peucker 
algorithm (Douglas and Peucker, 1973). The algorithm could produce the closest 
approximating results possible by a human being manually simplifying a line. It recursively 
splits the approximating poly-line at the vertex of furthest distance, keeping those vertices 
under a given error bound or tolerance (Figure 2.9). Song et al. (2010) also adopted this 
algorithm to produce generalized lines using accumulated GPS track logs. The application of 
the Douglas-Peucker algorithm for line generalization is effective and efficient in eliminating 
error points. Additionally, the algorithm also eliminates extraneous position points and can 
speed up the performance at the next processing stage.  
The function simplifies points based on a given tolerance parameter, and it is also 
effective for the points in which GPS receivers record the same positions. This function not 
only achieves efficient data management, but also reduces noise. Figure 2.10 displays GPS 
track points, which were shown as blue circles. Figure 2.11 shows generalized results (green 
circles and line). The tolerance parameter was at 5 meters in Figure 2.11a and Figure 2.11b 
was the result of 20 meters, after the generalization, emphasizing how the number of points is 
successfully reduced. 
This chapter introduced a web based GPS data management system and quality 
filtering functions. Various filtering functions were explained in order to reduce noise and 
data volume. The results were effective for further processes such as map-matching and also 
lowering data transmission between a server and clients.            
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Chapter 3  
Map-matching algorithms for 
constrained positioning 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Filtering functions in Chapter 2 can improve the quality of GPS tracks by discarding 
the position points with poor satellite geometry and reduce amount of data transmission. 
However, in the case of under high buildings with narrow streets, most cases are in urban 
areas where GPS signals are easily reflected or blocked by structural objects or trees (Figure 
3.1). This effect is referred to as multipath and it degrades positioning accuracy. 
In order to handle the degraded data that is affected by multipath in urban canyon, 
more advanced techniques or additional support data are necessary. Song et al. (2010) 
developed advanced map-matching methods that implement the Hausdorff distance (Gao and 
Leung, 2002) and Fréchet distance (Alt and Godau, 1995) algorithms for vehicle GPS traces. 
This chapter explained the two algorithms and the performance results, these map-matching 
methods do not only use for correcting post-recorded data, but can also be applied for 
real-time tracking data. Additionally, standardized processing service, WPS implementations 
of the map-matching methods are described in Chapter 5. 
 
3.2 Pipeline model of matching vehicle trajectories with urban road network 
The task of matching vehicle trajectories with road network is performed by several 
sequential processing stages, each solving a specific problem. As shown in Figure 3.2, those 
processing algorithms are chained in a pipeline model (Song et al., 2010). The 
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various data filtering are to obtain high quality trajectories through filtering out the position 
points with an inadequate quality as well as those biased from the vehicle motion model, 
which were describe in Chapter 2. The map-matching is to find out the matched roads 
regarding the distance measures between vehicle trajectories and candidate roads being 
processed. 
 
3.3 Hausdorff distance 
The Hausdorff distance is originally developed to measure the similarity of two point 
sets and widely used for curve-to-curve matching (Dubuisson, M. P. and Jain, A. K., 1994). 
The algorithm steps are explained in this thesis. On the other hand, the detailed explanation 
of the implementation is described in Song et al. (2010).   
Hausdorff algorithm based matching: To find out the roads that match a vehicle 
trajectory, the length-weighed Hausdorff distance measurement is applied to calculate the 
similarity between the trajectory and candidate roads, and the roads with a short distance 
measurement will be selected as the matched. The processing algorithm is as follows:  
 
?	 Selecting candidate roads: To reduce computation time, only the roads that overlap the 
trajectory buffer zone are selected as candidate roads. The buffer size of this research is 
25 meters, almost half of the minimum distance between roads. 
?	 Finding the counterpart of a candidate road on the trajectory: Through computing 
shortest distance from the nodes of the candidate road to the trajectory, the counterparts 
of the nodes on the trajectory are found. The line segment correspondingly identified on 
the trajectory is the counterpart line of the candidate road.  
?	 Computing length-weighed Hausdorff distance: The length-weighed Hausdorff distances 
from the candidates to their counterpart line segments are calculated. 
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?	 Determining matched roads: Roads with a distance measure less than a specific 
threshold is selected as the matched. The threshold is determined experimentally by 
considering positioning accuracy and road width. 
 
3.4 Fréchet distance 
The Fréchet distance is an advanced measure of similarity between two curves that 
takes the location and ordering of the points along the curves into consideration. The 
matching of vehicle trajectories to urban road networks is an optimization question. It 
intends to select roads in road networks and construct a path that is as close as possible to the 
trajectory. In this thesis, only the algorithm steps are explained. The implementation is 
described in Song et al. (2010). 
Fréchet algorithm based matching: The matching in the graph intends to find out a 
path in the road network that matches the trajectory with a minimal Fréchet distance 
measurement. The processing algorithm is described as follows: 
 
?	 Selecting candidate roads:  To reduce computation time, only those roads that overlap 
with the buffer zone of the trajectory are selected for matching.  
?	 Building a free space surface: A graph is created to model the connectivity between 
candidate roads, and subsequently the free space surface is built using this graph and 
the trajectory. 
?	 Finding a path with a given distance ε: A dynamic programming style algorithm is 
adopted to traverse the free space surface and to determine a feasible path against the 
trajectory, with a Fréchet distance equal to ε.  
?	 Determining the path with a minimal Fréchet distance: A binary search algorithm is 
used to solve the minimization problem. By reducing the critical value of ε in a binary 
chop way, repetition of the previous step would result in an optimal path with a minimal 
Fréchet distance value. 
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3.5 Experimental data for map-matching 
Study site: The vehicle GPS tracking experiment was carried out in Osaka city, 
Japan (Figure 3.3), with a center of geographic coordinate (34°35′42″N, 135°30′05″E). The 
geographic area is about 2.5×2 km, in which the streets are approximately 4.5~6.5 meters 
wide and buildings are about 6~30 meters high. The horizontal interval between streets 
varies from 50~200 meters.  
Positioning devices: Bluetooth GPS receiver (iBlue 747) was used for data a logger. 
The receiver nominal positioning accuracy is about 3 meters in case of 2D-RMS. The car speed 
was at 0~50 km/h during the experiment. 
Experimental data: More than 7100 position fixes with 12 trajectories were collected. 
The experimental environment is not extremely challenging, and the GPS was inaccurate in 
the presence of highly reflective buildings. A 1/25000 scale Japanese road network layer 
(Orkney GIS Datapack 2007) was used for map-matching  
 
3.6 Map-matching results 
Methods of data filtering and matching were implemented in Python. The 
experimental vehicle trajectories were processed, and the matching of the first trajectory with 
road networks was illustrated. The filtering firstly removed the poor quality position points, 
producing high-quality trajectories that are close to the ground truth, which were described in 
Chapter 2. The matching then found the roads within road networks that match with a 
vehicle trajectory, reconstructing the path that the car passed.  
Matching via Hausdorff distance measurement: The roads that overlap the buffer 
area of the trajectory are preliminarily selected as candidates for matching. Then the 
length-weighed Hausdorff distances from candidate roads to the trajectory are computed. 
Finally, the roads whose distance measurement is less than a specified threshold value are 
chosen as matched roads. Figure 3.4a shows the filtered points as blue circles and Figure 3.4b 
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shows the result of Hausdorff based matching, red bold line is the map matched result, red 
lines are road network layer and green points are simplified data, which were used for the 
map-matching processing. 
The result of road matching depends on the selection of threshold value. The 
threshold is an experimental value related to the positioning accuracy of GPS and the 
geo-environment of data collecting. It was set to 30 meters in this research, by considering all 
the matching results of trajectories. An appropriate threshold can guarantee that the roads 
the vehicle ever passed were selected, but cannot prevent the roads that are not expected but 
with a smaller distance measurement from being selected. Checking the zoom-in area 
illustrated in Figure 3.5, those mismatched roads usually are almost particular to the 
trajectory with a short length, and their Hausdorff distances vary from 12~36 meters, 
meaning even a small threshold value cannot filter them out completely. 
Matching via Fréchet distance measurement: Based on the candidate roads that are 
covered by the maximum bound rectangle of the trajectory, a graph is built to model the 
topology of this partial road network. Fréchet distance is applied as a similarity measurement 
for matching the trajectory with the graph. Finally, the roads that compose a path matching 
the trajectory by a minimal measurement are picked out. As shown in Figure 3.6, the roads 
that connect each other compose the path that the vehicle ever passed, without mismatching 
any roads that are not expected. Even more severe situation where narrow streets and many 
buildings around, which was shown in Figure 3.7, the matching worked well. These better 
results were possible because the matching of the trajectory with road networks concerns 
road connectivity or road topology. As the Fréchet distance measurement is determined 
automatically by binary searching algorithm (Song et al., 2010), it is possible to match with 
road networks having less human interaction involved in using the Fréchet based method, 
rather than Hausdorff.  
Matching performance: Comparing the effectiveness of the two matching methods, 
the Fréchet algorithm outperforms the Hausdorff algorithm. For Fréchet based matching, the 
best match is obtained with a minimal Fréchet distance that corresponds to a unique 
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path theoretically. For Hausdorff algorithm, the mismatching cannot be avoided since it is 
impossible to have a threshold value discriminating only the vehicle passed roads from 
candidates. Comparing the average of running time of two matching methods over 
experimental dataset, the Hausdorff algorithm that took about 5.15 seconds is more efficient 
than the Fréchet that took about 11.37 seconds.  
 Generally, the Fréchet algorithm can obtain better matching than Hausdorff, but it 
might take a long running time in case of very long trajectories. In this case, this research 
suggests that try to perform the Hausdorff algorithm with large threshold values first, and 
then carry out the Fréchet algorithm based on Hausdorff resulted roads as the input for final 
map-matching. 
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Chapter 4  
goGPS: Open Source Software 
for precise positioning 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters, various data filtering and map-matching methods were 
described. These approaches can improve GPS track logs, however, these cannot enhance 
data quality itself. In addition, map-matching method always need a road network data as 
the reference and these are difficult to apply in real-time applications and they may not be 
always available. This chapter introduces goGPS (Realini, 2009), an open source software 
package for enhancing GPS data quality by applying relative positioning with respect to a 
GPS master station, in order to remove the positioning errors. This software has the potential to 
achieve the accuracy at sub-meter level such as 40~80cm. goGPS was specifically designed to 
improve the positioning accuracy of low cost devices in real-time or non real-time GPS 
navigation.  
 
4.2 goGPS system architecture 
goGPS applies KF on double difference observations, receiving raw GPS data from a 
low cost receiver through a serial port (using USB interface) and getting reference data from a 
master station, belonging or not to a network of permanent GPS stations, through the 
Internet via NTRIP protocol, 3G network was used in this research (Figure 4.1).  
goGPS can achieve accuracies of less than 1 meter, depending on sky visibility 
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conditions, using low-cost GPS instrumentation (specifically, u-blox Evaluation Kits AEK-4T 
and EVK-5T (Figure 4.2) are usually employed for tests). At the moment goGPS is designed to 
obtain GPS raw data from u-blox LEA modules ("T" version) by decoding their proprietary 
binary stream (UBX format) and from the GPS master station in RTCM 3.1 and RINEX files.  
goGPS runs either in real-time or post-processing mode, synchronizing the rover and 
master data streams and managing temporary outages or permanent data losses. Various 
events such as satellite additions/losses, change of pivot satellite (highest satellite used for 
double differences) and cycle-slips are managed. Real-time data can be displayed either on a 
MATLAB figure or on Google Earth and at the end of each session goGPS produces files in 
NMEA and KML formats (besides its own binary and text data files). 
goGPS has the potential to reduce costs greatly since there are no limitation in 
development and distribution, in contrast to proprietary software. goGPS was developed since 
2007 in MATLAB numerical computation language (MathWorks, Inc.17). The GUI interface is 
shown in Figure 4.3. MATLAB already implements a great number of mathematical functions, 
it excels in matrix manipulation and computation and it makes data visualization easy and 
straightforward. However, its processing speed is relatively slow, especially for parsing big 
text files, like often GPS data files in the RINEX18 format, and for displaying data, therefore 
it is not suitable for practical use to post-process big amounts of GPS data. Moreover, 
MATLAB is a commercial software platform that severely limits users to participate in the 
development or even just use goGPS. Therefore, it constricts goGPS development within 
universities and research institutions even though it is an open source project. As a part of 
the present research and collaborative projects, the core processing functions of goGPS have 
been ported to Java code in order to help the software spread at both user and developer level, 
to improve the processing and visualization speed, and to obtain a way to provide goGPS 
processing as a web service. 
                                                   
 
17 http://www.mathworks.co.jp 
18 http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/Rinex2.html 
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4.3 goGPS L1 low-cost RTK positioning 
Low-cost GPS devices typically implement small patch or helix antennas and single 
frequency (L1) receivers functioning in stand-alone mode. Moreover, they are often highly 
sensitive to GPS signal (even if degraded) in order to assure positioning in dense urban 
environments. The error budget can thus be identified both as a shift due to atmospheric 
delays and clock errors, not erased or negligible in stand-alone mode, and as noise due to the 
low quality of involved hardware and to multipath resulting from high sensitivity. The first 
part of the error budget can be removed by applying relative positioning with respect to a 
master station, which erases clock errors and makes atmospheric errors negligible if the rover 
is within 10 km from the master station. The most efficient way of doing this is to exploit RTK 
services provided by a network of permanent GPS stations, in particular using VRS. This 
research used the VRS service of Jenoba Co., Ltd.19, Japan. The second part of the error 
budget cannot be systematically removed or made negligible, thus it is needed to minimize it. 
The use of KF, observation weighing and external information sources not directly related to 
GPS (e.g. height values from a digital terrain model if the receiver is on the ground, line 
constraints if it is moving on a path known a priori, etc.) can help in this sense.  
The KF is a recursive algorithm that provides an optimal parametric estimation 
method for linear dynamic systems. Figure 4.4 shows a basic concept of KF, at each epoch the 
KF updates the state estimation by combining new measurements with a predicted state 
estimation projected from the previous epoch. At the first step the state variables must be 
initialized using reasonable values with their associated error covariance matrix. The 
algorithm then gets the measurements (observations), updates the predicted state 
estimations along with their error covariance on the basis of observation equations, projects 
them to the next measurement time and proceeds iteratively (Figure 4.4a) (Realini, 2009). 
                                                   
 
19 http://www.jenoba.jp/service/index.html 
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The basic way of using a KF for stand-alone GPS-only navigation is to apply it directly 
on the estimated positions. The positioning is typically computed by LSA from code and phase 
measurements and the KF acts subsequently with a smoothing effect on the estimated 
trajectory. In the case of GPS data (Figure 4.4b) were recorded from bottom to top direction on 
a straight line. Raw GPS track points are shown as red points and blue points indicate the KF 
result. Each point is estimated based on previous and current observations. This approach 
results in a positioning as accurate as that provided by performing absolute positioning using 
phase-smoothed code measurements, the approximate error is 5~10 meters with low-cost 
devices. This means that atmospheric delays and clock errors cannot be efficiently corrected, 
because this kind of receivers is usually not designed for relative positioning, and computed 
trajectories are often affected by large biases. The KF implemented in goGPS is not applied on 
estimated positions, but on double difference observations with respect to a reference station 
(i.e. relative positioning). The possibility of directly processing GPS observations allows to 
remove most of the bias associated to absolute positioning, obtaining accuracies of less than 1 
meter. Its use in real-time obviously requires a wireless connection to the Internet in order to 
receive the master station observations and a GPS chipset that provides raw measurements 
as output. The goGPS KF is “modular”, in the sense that it is conceived in such a way that it 
can be easily integrated with additional components. This means that new sources of 
measurements (i.e. observations) can be added or disabled without major changes in the 
algorithm. In its current state goGPS includes a first observation module applied to code 
double differences, a second one applied to phase double differences and a third one that 
exploits the information coming from a DTM which was not used in this study. goGPS main 
targets are single-frequency low-cost devices, but its code and phase modules are designed to 
work either in single-frequency or double-frequency mode. Therefore, it can be used also with 
double-frequency receivers, if it is needed. Finally, goGPS includes also an alternative version 
of its main KF algorithm, designed to obtain line-constrained positioning (e.g. to navigate on a 
network of roads). In this case the DTM information is not used anymore, because the 
constraint is already three-dimensional.  
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4.4 goGPS MATLAB version 
goGPS was initially developed in 2007 as a tool for teaching students about GPS 
positioning and KF at the Geomatics Laboratory of Polytechnic of Milan20. MATLAB was 
chosen as a programming language in order to let students develop and test algorithms on 
their own, since it is largely used for many engineering-oriented university courses and they 
were already familiar with it. The prototype software that later became goGPS was used also 
for conducting research on GPS navigation, and also in this context MATLAB simplicity and 
efficiency in matrix operations made it an ideal development environment for quickly 
implementing and testing new approaches to positioning and KF. Moreover, when goGPS 
development effectively started with the aim of obtaining a complete application, Prof. Kai 
Borre's EASY21 (Borre, 2003) open source software package for code-only stand-alone GPS 
positioning (written in MATLAB) was used as a basis for developing the basic algorithms and 
as a reference to check goGPS initial results and performance. 
Nevertheless, MATLAB poses some drawbacks. For example, the text file parsing 
functions are very inefficient if text files are not already formatted in a simple delimited 
structure, and since the main format for storing and exchanging GPS raw data is RINEX, 
which employs quite complex data structures as ASCII text, parsing large datasets spanning 
several hours (tens of megabytes) becomes quite slow. Moreover MATLAB display functions, 
although easy to use and straightforward, are very inefficient too, especially in real-time 
functioning, when timing and synchronization between rover and master data streams 
become crucial issues.  
 
                                                   
 
20 http://www.english.polimi.it 
21 http://kom.aau.dk/~borre/easy/ 
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4.5 Porting goGPS to Java 
When it was decided that goGPS needed to be ported from MATLAB to a more widely 
used language, the main candidates were C/C++ and Java. Despite favoring at first the C/C++ 
option, mainly for concerns related to processing speed, when the group at Polytechnic of 
Milan and an IT company, CRYMS Sagl22 started a collaboration on goGPS development. 
Therefore, the Java option was reconsidered and finally chosen.  
Java technology was born towards the end of the 90s and since then it has grown at a 
fast pace, aided by the expansion of the Internet (one of its main target of application) and by 
its ease of use. The number of Java developers quickly increased, especially after Java became 
open source in 2007 (under GNU GPL license), up to the 9 millions as of September 2010. Due 
to its easy portability (write once, run anywhere), it is used worldwide to develop solutions for 
distributed environments (server, client, embedded, etc.), for network communication and 
data storage. 
A typical argument against the adoption of Java is that it is slower than C/C++ 
because it is a pre-compiled language (i.e. it is not compiled with the native language of the 
machine were it is executed), interpreted by a JVM that has to be installed on the host system. 
Nevertheless, performance benchmarks with C/C++ often show that modern Java 
implementations are getting closer and closer to C/C++ performance (sometimes they are 
even better), since JIT compilation was introduced. 
On the other hand, adopting Java brings benefits like being able to release platform 
independent executable, simplifying the source code and having the possibility to rely on 
numerous third-party libraries for the most diverse tasks. In the specific case of goGPS, 
switching from MATLAB to Java allows users to run the software without owning a MATLAB 
license (on any operating system that can install a JVM), besides providing the possibility to 
easily enable multiple threads to parallelize tasks. 
                                                   
 
22 http://www.cryms.com 
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The core algorithms of goGPS have been ported to Java, which means that goGPS 
Java can read input data from RINEX files and perform positioning as code-only stand-alone 
epoch-by-epoch LSA, code double-differenced epoch-by-epoch LSA, and KF solution using both 
code and phase. In every case, goGPS can weight observations according to satellite elevation, 
SNR or both. Moreover, goGPS KF solution can handle changes in satellite configuration like 
satellite addition and loss, pivot change and cycle slips are managed in order to keep into 
account changes in the estimation of phase ambiguities. 
 
4.6 goGPS Java performance 
A crucial issue to obtain good computation performance with goGPS is matrix 
computation, at every epoch KF equations are applied on matrices that, depending on the 
number of available satellites, KF order and whether one frequency or two frequencies are 
used, can have sizes ranging from ~30 to ~70 elements per line and/or column. Moreover, at 
every epoch several roto-translations are applied for getting satellite and receiver positions in 
different coordinate and reference systems (thus typically on 3x3 matrices). 
Several open source Java matrix libraries exist. In some cases they focus specifically 
on handling matrices and linear algebra, while in other cases the matrix-related classes are 
part of a wider toolset for scientific computation (Table 4.1 includes the most complete 
libraries as of November, 2010 with regards to matrix manipulation and linear algebra).  
In order to choose one of them, particular care was adopted to get the best 
performance for the matrix size used in goGPS. Matrix sizes in goGPS are normally ranged 
from 3x3 to ~40x40 (in case of using single-frequency GPS) or ~70x70 (in case of using 
double-frequency GPS). Performance comparison with various Java matrix libraries are 
available in Appendix A and B. Moreover, since goGPS could be run either locally on 
low-specification devices (even as embedded solutions) or in client-server architectures, 
specifically server-side, on multi-core machines with high computational capabilities, 
libraries performing well also on lower grade CPUs, multi-threading was not considered as an 
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immediate requirement. Finally, ease of use, good documentation, correctness of results and 
activity of the project were obviously taken into account. A useful open source tool for 
benchmarking different Java matrix libraries, called JMatBench23 (Abeles, 2010a) was used 
to check the libraries performance according to matrix size on different grades of CPU. 
Finally EJML24 was chosen according to the requirements described above. The 
performance of goGPS Java version were compared to those of goGPS MATLAB version on 
different machines with different operating systems. A server-grade PC and a client-grade 
laptop were used for the tests (specifications are described in Table 4.2). 
The JRE version was homogenized on all test machines: build 1.6.0_16-b01 was used. 
As for VM, Java HotSpotTM 64-Bit Server VM (build 14.2-b01, mixed mode) was used on the 
server-grade PC, while Java HotSpot (TM) Client VM (build 14.2-b01, mixed mode, sharing) 
was used on the client-grade laptop. The same MATLAB version was used, that is R2009b. 
The time needed to parse RINEX files and the actual computation time employed by 
the core algorithms were checked separately. The core algorithms roughly include: 
 
?	 Bancroft positioning (executed once) 
?	 Code double difference positioning (executed twice) 
?	 Satellite position computation (with clock and Earth rotation corrections) (at each 
epoch) 
?	 Satellite topocentric coordinates computation (at each epoch) 
?	 KF matrices set up (with computation of parameters obtained from linearized 
observation equations and observation weighting) (at each epoch) 
 
                                                   
 
23 http://code.google.com/p/java-matrix-benchmark/ 
24 http://code.google.com/p/efficient-java-matrix-library/ 
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?	 Ambiguity estimation and cycle slip check (at each epoch) 
?	 KF computation (at each epoch) 
 
For the moment goGPS Java does not employ any multi-threaded process, so everything is 
computed consecutively both in MATLAB and Java. The test dataset was a ~5 hour survey 
(17205 epochs, the data size is about 32MB) with a number of satellites ranging from 6~7 
(satellites effectively used in the computation after applying a cutoff of 15 degrees on their 
elevation). 
Table 4.3 reports the resulting elapsed times (total time in seconds, average single 
epoch time in milliseconds). Total times are rounded to the nearest second and epoch times 
are rounded to one decimal. 
It is clear that porting goGPS MATLAB code to Java made a significant 
improvement in performance (as it was expected), especially for parsing RINEX files (i.e. text 
files). As for the core processing, goGPS MATLAB code was partially at a disadvantage 
because it is not object-oriented and some operations had to be repeated more often than in 
Java code. 
An additional remark has to be made about the use of EJML in goGPS. EJML 
provides two basic approaches to define and work with matrices: the DenseMatrix64F class, 
which is oriented to speed and memory optimization, and the SimpleMatrix class, which is a 
wrapper around DenseMatrix64F that provides an easier but more limited and slow way to 
perform matrix operations (Abeles, 2010b). When goGPS Java was started, the SimpleMatrix 
class was used because it was easy, straightforward and providing more readable code. All the 
tests above were run with this class, but an additional test was done by switching to 
DenseMatrix64F class, the most processing intense operations (KF and roto-translations of 
coordinates). An overall improvement of about 10 percent in speed was noticed. Future 
developments will include better software optimizations. 
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Chapter 5  
Web Geoprocessing Services 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2, a web based application for track log management system was 
described. It provides a user-friendly interface for searching and displaying GPS logs. 
However, it still does not comply with international standards in the geospatial field, such as 
ISO25 and OGC26 . In addition, handling goGPS operations still needs to manually run 
stand-alone programs of Java or MATLAB. After that, it needs to output and store the data in 
the database in order to connect the track management system. This chapter describes the 
international standards for geospatial web processing services and the WPS implementation 
of goGPS to standardize the positioning processes using ZOO, one of the open source WPS 
implementation, which provides a standard processing service to the Web. The subsequent 
sections explain the OGC standards and the ZOO framework. 
 
5.2 International standards for geospatial services 
The ISO27 and OGC28 promote standardization of data formats and services at 
international level. By complying with these standards, various applications can handle 
common data and processes and therefore reduce data and software development costs, 
                                                   
 
25 http://www.iso.org 
26 http://www.opengeospatial.org 
27 http://www.iso.org 
28 http://www.opengeospatial.org 
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moreover, contributing to the distributed data sharing and processing network. Ninsawat 
(2009) researched integrating real-time sensor observation services and geo-processing 
services, using WPS in order to process the sensor observation data which are gathered from 
a network of field sensors with minimum human interventions. In the research, several web 
based geo-processing services were developed and integrated with each services based on 
open standards. 
These specifications of open standards are widely used especially in public sectors 
around the world. Recently, major database engines and GIS software packages already 
comply with open standards and this enables easy data connection and sharing without the 
need of generating new data, which reduces significantly costs and efforts. This leads also to a 
high level of interconnectivity, reduction of time of computation and it can guarantee the 
perpetuity of data and services. 
 
5.3 OGC Web Processing Services (WPS)	 
The OGC WPS protocol defines a standardized interface that facilitates the 
publishing of geospatial processes, and the discovery of and binding to those processes by 
clients. “Processes” include any algorithm, calculation or model that operates on spatially 
referenced data. “Publishing” means making available machine-readable binding information 
as well as human-readable metadata that allows service discovery and use (OGC, 2007). Thus, 
WPS can standardize many GIS process and calculations and provide them as web services 
via HTTP. The WPS interface specifies three operations that can be requested by a client and 
performed by a WPS server: 
 
?	 GetCapabilities – This operation allows a client to request and receive back service 
metadata documents that describe the abilities of the specific server implementation. The 
GetCapabilities operation provides the names and general descriptions of each of the 
processes offered by a WPS instance.  
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?	 DescribeProcess – This operation allows a client to request and receive back detailed 
information about the processes that can be run on the service instance, including the 
inputs required, their allowable formats, and the outputs that can be produced.  
?	 Execute – This operation allows a client to run a specified process implemented by the 
WPS, using provided input parameter values and returning the outputs produced.  
 
Once all the necessary parameters are gathered from the DescribeProcess request, 
the processing task can be submitted to the server by the Execute request. The latter can 
answer directly to the client by returning the created output, or store the results as web 
accessible resources, in an ExecuteResponse. This XML document contains the URL location 
of future status document update, and notifies the accepted and rejected processing tasks. 
Thus, the client can request the next ExecuteResponse document until the process completion 
is indicated by the “ProcessSucceeded”. While the Execute request is active, the progress of a 
process can be followed continuously with the “ProcessAccepted”, “ProcessStarted”, 
“ProcessSucceeded” and “ProcessFailed” statements. In case of “ProcessSucceeded”, the 
ExecuteResponse includes either the raw generated outputs or some URL indicating the 
physical location where from the output data could be accessed (Fenoy et al., 2010). 
 
5.4 ZOO: An open WPS platform ?
ZOO is one of the latest open source software projects that have attracted attention 
as a robust implementation for WPS in the geospatial community. The ZOO Kernel is the core 
of the ZOO Project. It is a server-side C kernel which makes it possible to create, manage and 
chain WPS 1.0.0 compliant web services, by loading required dynamic libraries and handling 
them on-demand. Thus, it can easily connect to geospatial libraries and scientific models, but 
also with the common cartographic engines and spatial databases (Fenoy et al., 2010). ZOO 
Kernel version 1.0 was released under MIT/X-11 license in April 2010.  
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Presently, there are several software available for WPS engines. For instance, 
PyWPS29, degree framework30, 52 North WPS31 and GeoServer32. However, ZOO is the only 
one that can natively support various programming languages among the existing WPS 
implementations. Table 5.1 describes the supported languages. All languages except C need 
to be added as options during compilation to be activated. This multi-language support is 
convenient for developers and allows, above all, using existing code to create new web services. 
Open source GIS libraries or specific code (spatial based or not) can thus be ported server-side 
with very little modifications and also make them available as open processing services for 
various applications over the network. This is one of the main reasons to adopt ZOO as the 
WPS engine for this thesis since many processes were developed using several languages, for 
example, PHP, Python and Java. ZOO can make them provided as web services without 
porting codes. This advantage could lead to reduce development efforts and increase the 
re-usability of legacy programs. Additionally, PyWPS was also used in this research to 
compare the functions with ZOO. PyWPS is a Python based WPS engine. It handles Python 
codes and also GRASS GIS33 as native support.  
 
5.5 ZOO architecture?
 ZOO enables to provide WPS-compliant web services based on various open source 
libraries, for example, GRASS GIS, GDAL/ OGR34, OpenOffice.org35, R36, etc., which are 
called “ ZOO services”. A ZOO service is composed of a metadata file with .zcfg extension, in 
                                                   
 
29 http://pywps.wald.intevation.org 
30 http://www.deegree.org 
31 http://52north.org/maven/project-sites/wps/52n-wps-webapp/ 
32 http://geoserver.org/display/GEOS/Welcome 
33 http://wgrass.media.osaka-cu.ac.jp/grassh/ 
34 http://www.gdal.org 
35 http://www.openoffice.org 
36 http://www.r-project.org 
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which Title, Metadata, Inputs, Output, etc. are defined, and a Service Provider (SSO - 
Dynamic library, Python module, JAVA Class, PHP script, etc.) (Figure 5.1). WPS 
GetCapabilities and DescribeProcess requests require only parsing the .zcfg file using Flex37 
and Bison38. ZOO is able to load an SSO dynamically, to extract specific functions and to 
execute them, answering the WPS Execute requests. 
 
ZOO WPS Execute request parsing (XML / KVP) to fill internal data structure,  
?	 Xlink:href checking, conditional data download to provide input data value 
?	 Dynamic loading of the Service Provider Shared Objects 
?	 Specific service function call, passing internal data structure by reference 
?	 ResponseDocument / Raw data output, using the previous data structure (modified by 
the service itself) 
 
5.6 WPS implementation using ZOO?
In this research, a basic process of Java goGPS was implemented as WPS using ZOO. 
The implemented process works for reading RINEX files, performing positioning by KF on 
code and phase and exporting to KML. The input parameters are provided via an URL as 
below, 
 
http://localhost/cgi-bin/zoo_loader.cgi?ServiceProvider=goGPS&Service=WPS&Request=Execute&
Version=1.0.0&Identifier=goGPS&DataInputs=Obs=perim2.08o;Nav=COMO1190.08n;mObs=CO
MO1190.08o;date=2010-11-11_18:49:29 
 
                                                   
 
37 http://flex.sourceforge.net 
38 http://www.gnu.org/software/bison/ 
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Three RINEX files are used as input datasets, an observation file containing raw 
data for the GPS rover (perim2.08o), a navigation file containing satellite ephemerides and 
ionosphere parameters (COMO1190.08n) and an observation file containing raw data for the 
master station (COMO1190.08o). 
Figure 5.2 illustrates on overview of ZOO WPS server and client communication. The 
client can be web browsers or WPS-enabled GIS applications such as uDig39, Quantum GIS40, 
etc. and it must send the WPS request parameters (as the URL above) through standard 
HTTP protocol. The ZOO WPS server receives the request, and then it carries out the goGPS 
processing in this example and finally returns the WPS response as the XML document 
shown in Figure 5.3. ZOO can be directly called by command line (from version 1.0). An 
example request is shown below.  
 
./zoo_loader.cgi “Service=WPS&Request=Execute&Version=1.0.0&Identifier=goGPS&DataInputs 
=Obs=COM10_100617_rover.obs;Nav=vrs2.10n;mObs=vrs2.10o;date=2010-12-22_10:24:44” 
 
This way allows users to try without an Apache server and also to check the result in   
command terminals.  
Figure 5.4 shows a web interface for goGPS positioning using OpenLayers that can 
select and upload GPS dataset and send a WPS request to ZOO. The web client shows the 
result that is returned from the server as the purple line in the Figure 5.4. The web interface 
used Uploadify41, a jQuery42 uploading package and enables the web interface to provide 
uploading function dynamically. In addition, the displayed tracks can be stored in database 
by clicking “To import displayed GPS track” link in the OpenLayers interface and can also be 
searched in POI management system that is explained in Chapter 7. 
                                                   
 
39 http://udig.refractions.net 
40 http://www.qgis.org 
41 http://www.uploadify.com 
42 http://jquery.com 
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5.7 WPS implementation using PyWPS 
Some of processes were implemented in PyWPS in this research. The first process is 
a format converting process; NMEA2GPX service was developed in PyWPS and ZOO. The 
service provides a function to convert NMEA data to GPX data. The data source can be 
internal or external servers. The request URLs are below,  
 
WPS request in PyWPS 
http://gisws.media.osaka-cu.ac.jp/cgi-bin/wps3.py?version=1.0.0&service=wps&request=Execute 
&Identifier=con2GPX&datainputs=data=http://160.193.3.68/abc3.nmea 
 
WPS request in ZOO 
http://localhost/zoo/?request=Execute&service=WPS&version=1.0.0&Identifier=NMEA2GPX 
&DataInputs=NMEA=Reference@xlink:href=http://160.193.3.68/abc3.nmea 
 
 The second process is map-matching functions which were explained in Chapter 3, 
based on the Hausdorff and Fréchet distances, were implemented in PyWPS. The request 
URL for executing Hausdorff distance is below,  
 
http://wgrass.media.osaka-cu.ac.jp/cgi-bin/wps3.py?  
service=wps&Version=1.0.0&Request=Execute&Identifier=gpsnx_process&DataInputs=track=13; 
fixmode=2;hdop=2;velocity=60.0;dp=5.0;mt=hd;rawpnt=1;dptrj=1;mtrds=1 
 
The map-matching functions need for good quality of GPS tracks, produced by 
various filtering and line generation steps, which were described in Chapter 2. A web 
interface for map-matching was prepared (Figure 5.5). Figure 5.6 shows the zoomed area of 
Figure 5.5, where the blue points indicate raw track points, the red line shows the 
map-matched line and the green points are simplified data based on the blue points. The 
interface provides some selections of filtering parameters and also above the map-matching 
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algorithms. This interface makes it easier to find the best parameters for the dataset (Song et 
al., 2009).    
This chapter described the advantage for WPS and ZOO architecture and the 
implementation for goGPS positioning process. In addition, various filtering and 
map-matching functions were successfully implemented in WPS and provide as web services 
using PyWPS. These WPS capable servers would host various processes and provide web 
services to the clients. Now issue is to consider scalability for a large number of users and 
large volume of data. 
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Chapter 6  
GPS Processing Services 
on Grid Platform  
 
6.1 Introduction  
This chapter presents the implementation of a grid system using Grid Engine43 for 
the goGPS processes, and the integration of ZOO with Grid Engine to enable grid requests 
from web services. Some benchmark for comparing the performance of grids and other 
systems in order to clarify advantage of grid implementation. Further, the system for goGPS 
positioning was setup at Amazon EC244 and this chapter explains the performance and 
functionalities. 
 
6.2 Grid computing for geospatial process  
 Highly specialized geospatial applications based on large volumes of distributed data 
such as live sensor data streams at different scales combined with high-resolution spatial 
data, which have to be analyzed in real-time and often require functionality for simultaneous 
execution of multiple processes. In such highly specialized large-scale geospatial applications, 
not every processing step can potentially be handled by a single processing entity (for example 
with the resources of a single computer). To improve the computational performance of 
                                                   
 
43 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/oem/grid-engine-166852.html?ssSourceSiteId=ocomen 
44 http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/ 
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processing large amounts of dynamic spatial data, grid computing provides appropriate tools 
(Baranski, 2009). 
 Baranski (2009) describes WPS advantages for grid computing (WPS-G) and for the 
various applications using grid resources. Baranski (2009) also mentions that OGC OWS-6 
and WPS should be able to benefit from integrating with distributed computing resources and 
technologies to enable applications to scale out. A recent trend in high performance 
processing is rather towards increasing the number of CPU cores or the number of computer 
machines than using a high speed CPU or single super computer. Cloud computing is also 
used, in a similar way to distributed computation technologies, for its HPC cluster and load 
balancing and also data security.  
 
6.3 Grid Engine: An open source grid suite  
 Grid Engine is one of the popular open source batch-queuing systems that supports 
some major platforms such as Linux, Macintosh, Windows, etc. The grid software provides 
functions for managing distributed job scheduling in accordance with workloads in remote 
resources, high performance computing (e.g. parallel processing using MPI 45 , PVM 46 , 
OpenMP47) and the latest version of Grid Engine integrated Hadoop48 and Amazon EC2 
functions for Cloud Computing. Grid Engine has the capability to handle more than one 
hundred thousand jobs at once, according to NABE International49.  
Since Sun Microsystems was acquired by Oracle in 2010, the road map for the Grid 
Engine product has been changed recently. Grid Engine is going to be a commercial product 
                                                   
 
45 http://www.mpi-forum.org 
46 http://www.csm.ornl.gov/pvm/pvm_home.html 
47 http://www.open-mpi.org 
48 http://hadoop.apache.org 
49 http://www.nabe-intl.co.jp/ge/ge.html 
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as Oracle Grid Engine. The Open Grid Scheduler project50 is continuing the tradition of the 
Grid Engine open source project and the project is going to remain independent of the Oracle 
Grid Engine product. 
Grid Engine comes with master and execution host software (Figure 6.1). The master 
host works as a grid controller, which manages job scheduling by monitoring and controlling 
the distributed resources. The execution hosts process the jobs at the physical machines. 
Generally, the grid system consists of one master host and one or many execution hosts as a 
cluster. Moreover, Grid Engine provides failsafe function, known as Shadow master, which 
can work as the master host if the master is down.  
 
6.4 Distributed Resource Management Application API (DRMAA) 
 Normally controlling jobs such as submit, suspend, monitor, etc., are done by 
command lines or using GUI in Grid Engine such as QMON51. DRMAA52 provides interfaces 
in several languages such as C, Java and Python in order to control Grid Engine operations. 
DRMAA supports several grid systems, for example, Globus53, Condor54, GridWay55, etc. for 
the job management. In this research, DRMAA Java56 was adopted as the interface for Grid 
Engine, since Java was used for goGPS porting and also supported by ZOO.  
 
                                                   
 
50 http://sourceforge.net/projects/gridscheduler/ 
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6.5 Implementation of a grid system 
 The grid system was implemented in virtual and physical machines. As 
virtualization software, Oracle (Sun) VirtualBox57 and VMware Fusion58 were used under 
some Macintosh (Mac OSX 10.6) machines with various Linux (Ubuntu59 10.4, 10.10 and 
Xbuntu60) machines installed as the virtual OS. In this research, 20 virtual machines 
(Ubuntu61 10.4 and 10.10) were installed using VirtualBox on Apple iMac machines (Figure 
6.2). Grid Engine execution hosts were set up on these virtual machines. Apple Remote 
Desktop62 was used for monitoring and controlling the iMac machines remotely (Figure 6.3). 
These 20 machines were used for a comparative test, which are explained in Section 6.7. 
Additionally, an Ubuntu Linux was also set up in physical machines (Sony VAIO type X) and 
used for a grid execution host. Table 6.1 summarizes the specifications for virtual and 
physical machines that are used in this research.   
The grid system is recommended to develop under single DNS or local file (hosts) 
management in order to simplify host name management. The system can work in global, 
private network, or both mixed as far as the name service resolves the host names. However, 
in case of systems that need fast responses from grid clients, as for example goGPS 
positioning application in this research, it is recommended to set up the grid system in private 
networks in order to secure and keep a fast network response. Therefore, this research 
developed the grid in a single segment of a private network and Giga-base network 
environment was prepared. BIND 63  DNS was set up in the grid master machine for 
managing host names.  
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Since the grid system uses several distributed machines in a network, NFS was 
prepared to share input, output data and also execution programs. The execution hosts are 
needed to set up the program environment beforehand. For example, goGPS needs a Java 
execution environment (path, class path, library path) and also to locate library files in an 
appropriate directory. 
 In order to check the data whether output data is already produced by goGPS 
processing, jQuery code was implemented in OpenLayers interface. If the data is not produced 
yet, the program will repeatedly try to find it at every 2 seconds. Figure 6.4 shows FireFox 
browser with Firebug64 plug-in. It indicated that the first try was failed (it is highlighted in 
red) and the second try was successful (2010-11-11_18:49:29.kml) in the Firebug window, 
which was zoomed at the bottom of the figure. 
 
6.6 Web-enabled grid system for goGPS 
 Generally, grid systems are carried out from the host machines, such as machines 
that are installed with master and execution hosts, using command lines. The users need to 
know several commands to operate the grid. Therefore, this restricts the usability of the 
system, especially with beginners who do not know UNIX operations. ZOO implementation 
using DRMAA makes it possible to run the WPS service on Grid Engine. Therefore, the user 
is able to submit the jobs through web sites or incorporate the grid service in applications on 
user’s machine (Figure 6.5).  
A ZOO server has capabilities to host many different sorts of processes as web 
services and provide the services to the public. Therefore, many requests from clients could 
arise and the server needs to process them simultaneously or handle huge datasets. This 
could be a possible reason for crashing or lowering of the server response due to overload. For 
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instance, real-time positioning such as fleet management of vehicle needs to process large 
volumes of data. Such systems need to be capable of handling simultaneous requests for 
multi-users and also provide results promptly.  
Apache server has released version 2.2 and it supports a load balancing function 
using a proxy module65. This can redirect web requests to the cluster servers using specific 
algorithms to monitor amount of incoming traffic or the number of requests in the web server. 
However, this can be handled only at the web request level. Apache server cannot monitor the 
clusters at the workload level.   
Grid Engine master host efficiently allocates its jobs to the execution hosts according 
to their workloads and indicates as “load_avg” values. The values are calculated by usages of 
CPUs and memories, and Grid Engine uses these values to make comparisons with a 
threshold value (1.5 is the threshold in this research) to assign appropriate execution hosts. 
This function was used for the load balancing, especially, in handling a large number of ZOO 
requests.  
 
6.7 Comparative test for grid, non-grid and local processing 
 A simple comparative test was carried out to compare the response performances of 
the grid, non-grid and also local processing. The non-grid system is composed of standard 
ZOO with Apache system, and the local processing means that the test observes the execution 
time of goGPS Java version at a local processing machine. The non-grid system was set up at 
the same machine as the grid master host. In addition, the test separately observed the 
performance between a single grid, which is composed of one master and one execution hosts 
at a single machine, and a normal grid, which is composed of one master and 19 execution 
hosts at different machines. The specification of grid system is shown in Table 6.2. 
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In the test, a goGPS positioning process (KF) with a large amount of dataset (8 hours 
of GPS observation data, the total size of the dataset is 32MB) was used as the input data. A 
timeout setting for a long time process was set in Apache server. A benchmark tool, httperf66 
was used for testing the non-grid system. This tool allows sending an HTTP request in 
various conditions, such as various methods (GET, POST, etc.) and the number of connections 
or requests. The tool returns back detailed performance information such as test duration, 
connection rate and time, reply rate and time, etc. The HTTP request and result are shown in 
Figure 6.6.   
For testing local processing, a shell script was used to carry out multiple commands 
simultaneously. Figure 6.7 compares grid and ZOO server, and Figure 6.8 shows the results 
on two versions of grids and a local processing. The Figure 6.7 and 6.8 indicate the response 
time for certain numbers of requests. The requests were sent from the same machine in the 
case of local processing machine.  
The benchmark tests clearly indicate the differences in response time for each 
system. When the server receives more than 3 requests from the ZOO server, the response 
time significantly increases due to the server’s CPU specification (Figure 6.7), this server has 
dual core CPU. On the other hand, the response times of the grid system are almost flat 
because the grid distributes its processes to physically different machines when the machine 
workloads exceed each threshold values.     
The test indicated that the response times of the grid system at a single machine and 
as local processing are not very different from each other. This means that Grid Engine works 
efficiently in this kind of case. One of the advantages of the grid system is that it can separate 
the processes from the ZOO and Apache server. Therefore, the processing speed can be kept 
quite similar to that of the local processing and also it is not affected by a large number of 
requests.  
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6.8 Load balancing using Amazon EC2  
As a different approach for achieving HPC, this research investigated several 
scalable functions of Amazon EC2, especially Elastic Load Balancing67 and Auto Scaling68 to 
support a large number of requests. In this research, goGPS and ZOO were implemented in 
the Amazon EC2 using the US-east data center (Virginia) and setting up the load balancing 
functions.  
Auto Scaling allows flexibility in the system for scaling out and scaling down, which 
means that virtual machines (what Amazon refers to as “instance”) can be started up or shut 
down automatically according to workloads of the machines and threshold settings. Elastic 
Load Balancing enables incoming requests to be distributed to the registered instances, as 
Apache proxy module does. Elastic Load Balancing and Auto Scaling functions are generally 
used together with Amazon CloudWatch69, which can monitor instance work performances. 
When workloads of instances exceed a threshold such that the average of CPU utilization 
remains over 90% for some time, a new instance is started up and also automatically 
registered in Elastic Load Balancing. Figure 6.9 shows Amazon Management Console 
interface and two instances, i-3a736157 and i-624c5e0f, which were started up because CPU 
usage was exceeded for a certain time, which is managed by CloudWatch and shown in the 
lower section of Figure 6.9.   
 Amazon EC2 provides some of advantages such as low cost of implementation, 
scalable and various useful functions, rapid deployment, huge storage and computing 
resources, etc. Amazon EC2 is especially useful when the number of access for the positioning 
service increase. It is easy to augment the performance by increasing the number of instance 
or switch to higher grade of instance. However, there are also some disadvantages. One is 
that the data centers are currently available only in the US (North California and Virginia), 
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Ireland, Singapore and Japan. The connecting speed for countries which does not have the 
data center is relatively slow. Other disadvantage in the load balancing functions is that it 
does not monitor workloads of the instances like grid master does, it only monitors the health 
(online or offline) of the registered instances and distributes several instances according to 
incoming traffic. Moreover, in the Auto Scaling function, some of threshold values can be set, 
though the lowest intervals of monitoring periods are relatively high. For example, the breach 
time is at least 120 seconds, which indicates that a new instance can only be started after the 
workload of CPU usage exceeds for 120 seconds. In addition, the monitoring period is at least 
60 seconds and booting of new instances takes some time. Therefore, the functions cannot 
handle dynamic changes. Nonetheless, the functions are adequate for systems that have 
stable incoming traffic. 
 This chapter showed the advantages of integrating goGPS positioning services with 
grid. Grid function improved processing performance and enabled to handle a large volume of 
data or heavy processing. Additionally, grid-enabled web services can be applied for other 
HPC or large-scale system. Secondary, the positioning service can be implemented and 
scalable using commercial cloud platforms such as Amazon. These cloud resources are 
especially useful for users who do not have enough computer resources to carry out HPC. 
Therefore, this enables high-end service providers and also SME to offer high quality and 
various LBS services. 
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Chapter 7  
Discussions and Applications 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 This chapter describes several applications based on the outcomes of this research to 
justify how this research can be applied in some cases and find useful and practical in real 
situations. Some ongoing projects and possible applications are explained. Suggestions and 
discussions are also included for future studies.  
 
7.2 Web based POI management system based on goGPS positioning data 
Since smart-phones and LBS such as Mobile Google Maps become increasingly used 
by the general public, GPS-enabled phones or cameras are good tools for making POIs by 
taking photos and videos with the location information. POIs are vital information in LBS, 
which can describe the location in detail as contextual data and enables spatial searching, 
since street maps alone are not enough to provide LBS. This section describes a web system 
that utilizes goGPS positioning data and also shows multiple services can be connected or 
merged in what are called "Mashups" or “Chains” to create a new service. 
Yoshida et al. (2009; 2010) developed a web-based POI management system that can 
import, manage and display GPS track logs together with POIs such as geo-referenced photos 
and videos and this research applied the system to utilize goGPS output data. The system 
connects Flickr photo album with a GPS track log by implementing Flickr web API. And it 
also provides its function as a web service. Web services are based on standard HTTP 
communication, so that the user does not need to install any special software. Service 
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requests can be made directly through a browser, making web services straightforward and 
easy to use. These open web APIs help reducing redundant work and development costs as 
the low-cost model of high availability in the information system field becomes mainstream. 
The below URL is to search GPS track logs from the database. The user inputs the 
parameters such as the date, time in-between or HDOP, etc. to search and filter the GPS 
tracks data. The request URL returns XML like document as a result that is shown in Figure 
7.1a and Figure 7.1b displays the track logs in OpenLayers interface based on the XML 
document. 
http://gisws.media.osaka-cu.ac.jp/DP/filtering_simplify.php?address=%25 
&stime=00%3A00%3A00 
&etime=23%3A59%3A00 
&sdate=2009-08-12 
&hdop=3 
&gpsmode=3 
&sp=0 
&dp=10 
 
Recently, many web applications for building POIs have been increasingly popular 
and also implementing web-mapping functions, such as Flickr70, Google Picasa Web Album71 
and also a popular social media service, Twitter 72  provides various web APIs with 
geographical search functions. The below URL is to search photo data of a certain user with 
certain time duration, from “2008-10-09 01:02:33” to “2008-10-09 15:05:11” in Flickr. The 
result was returned with some information including location information (if available) as 
XML like document (Figure 7.2). 
 
http://www.flickr.com/services/rest/?method=flickr.photos.search&format=rest 
&api_key=d87af44aa963d0488f3b7f640239e22c 
&per_page=10 
&user_id=8105900@N03 
&max_taken_date=2008-10-09+15:05:11 
&min_taken_date=2008-10-09+01:02:33 
&extras=geo, date_taken 
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Taking pictures using GPS-enabled phones or cameras can save location information 
in an EXIF image file, a process is called as “geo-tagging”. EXIF is standard for storing 
interchange information in image files such as date, time, shutter speed and focal ratio 
(Figure 7.3). Horning et al. (2008) introduced a type of geo-tagging application for monitoring 
the environment. Katsura et al. (2008) developed a mobile application for field surveying 
using Google Maps API 73  and GPS-enabled phones. The system was designed for an 
application within cell-phones and allowed users to upload geo-tagged images and metadata 
through their GPS-enabled phones. This application also shows the registered POIs in Google 
Maps. The system also supports embedding location information into the EXIF portion of non 
geo-tagged images.  
The POI management system synchronizes non geo-tagged POIs with GPS track logs 
based on the common date and time attributes. Figure 7.4 shows a POI (a red marker) and 
the information (e.g. a photo and data and time) in a popup box. Hence the users are not 
required to carry special devices for field surveys such as professional GPS, GPS-enabled 
phones or cameras. The system also supports geo-tagged images to make use of the embedded 
location information.  
The searched results in OpenLayers interface, displayed GPS points and POIs, can be 
exported as KML and GPX formats for further use on other GIS applications. For example, 
exported KML is displayed in Google Earth in Figure 7.5. Recently, many applications have 
supported KML, such as ArcGIS74, Flickr, Yahoo! Pipes75, WorldWind76 and Microsoft Live 
Search Maps77 since OGC has adopted OGC KML Encoding Standard (The Open Geospatial 
Consortium, 2007). Therefore, KML makes it possible to interoperate between different 
applications.  
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Along with recent LBS related developments, systems for VGI (Goodchild, 2007), 
which is categorized as UGC services or Crowd sourcing, for example, OpenStreetMap, 
WikiMapia have been developed and volunteers all over the world are increasingly 
contributing geographical contents. Also places and historical events described in Wikipedia78 
can have associated coordinates, that can be passed through GeoHack to dozens of other 
location-aware web services, to get more location-based information. Location can then be 
associated to many different kinds of information made available on the web (e.g. blog posts, 
news, events, shops with the products they sell, etc.), bridging in this way the digital and real 
worlds.  
Yoshida et al. (2007) suggested that VGI systems can greatly help in developing 
spatial databases and SDI (Global Spatial Data Infrastructure, 2004), and are especially 
useful in developing nations with few up-to-date geographic data sets or under emergency 
situations that need the latest information after natural catastrophes. For example, there is 
the Humanitarian OSM Team Project in OpenStreetMap to support relief efforts in natural 
disasters such as earthquakes in Haiti and Chili, flood in Alagoas and Pakistan in 2010. Just 
after the Haiti earthquake, the WikiProject Haiti’s wiki site 79  was set up and some 
high-resolution satellite images such as DigitalGlobe80, ALOS81, GeoEye82, etc. were offered 
by several company and institutes for comprehending the damages and also for 
OpenStreetMap volunteers to build the latest maps. Hundreds of volunteers all over the 
world collaborated to make the map using the satellite images and drew up the latest map 
with some POIs such as evacuation camps, medical facilities, etc. during only a few days. The 
created map contains more up-to-date and informative than Google Maps in Haiti (Zook et al., 
2010).  
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The system manages GPS track logs which can be used for goGPS output data and 
builds POI data sets with multiple users and the data is interoperable with different 
applications through the use of open standard formats such as KML and GPX. Therefore, the 
system can be used as an interface for OpenStreetMap. There are tools for OpenStreetMap to 
edit GPX data before uploading, for example, desktop map editing tool, JOSM83, Merkaartor84 
and online map editing tool, Potlatch85. However, these tools only support GPX format for the 
road and POI data. Most GPX data contain limited information in comparison with NMEA. 
For example, HDOP and GPS status data are eliminated when GPS attached software 
convert the data format to GPX or during importing data from GPS receivers. The system can 
contribute the data enhancement to OpenStreetMap utilizing quality information in NMEA. 
OpenStreetMap would benefit from getting higher accurate GPS data through goGPS process, 
possibly with metadata about their accuracy level, in order to automate as much as possible 
the map updating process and to provide end-users with an estimation of the level of error for 
the data they are going to use. 
 
7.3 Enabling online and low cost high accuracy positioning business 
 Recently surging popularity of GPS-enabled phones, especially smart-phones have 
expanded LBS markets. GeoMedia communities86, geospatial contents and services oriented 
system implementation are also getting popular. There are many mash-up services and 
contents, which make use of location data such as position and POIs. For example, Ke-tai 
Kunitorigassen87, one of the popular location-based games that conquer territories in specific 
parts of Japan, based on ancient Japanese history, by visiting the places and sending location 
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data to the server. These location-based applications do not only increase the number of 
geo-aware users, but also get people to travel, stay and thereby contribute to the local 
economy. As mentioned in Chapter 1, these applications use GPS-enabled phones, which 
provide only rough position data. More accurate data improve these kinds of services and may 
even create new applications and businesses. Therefore, there is huge potential demand for 
highly accurate location at lower cost level. 
GPS data processing algorithms such as goGPS needs raw GPS data for the 
positioning, which GPS-enabled phones cannot presently provide. u-blox Evaluation Kits have 
mainly used in order to obtain raw GPS data during this research and some prototype devices 
were developed using u-blox G6010-ST and SkyTraq 88  Venus 6 GPS kits in order to 
investigate the development of low cost devices (Figure 7.6) and also the performances (the 
development was done by Toshi and Kawasaki as a part of collaborative research89). These 
prototype developments made it clear that the low cost prototype can offer good performance 
and also can be possible to lower the device cost. In the future, handheld devices such as 
cell-phones or slate PCs could be able to generate raw GPS data and also produce accurate 
positioning data with goGPS service through the Internet. Furthermore, the main board can 
be connected to some sensors such as temperature, humidity, CO2, etc. and it is possible to 
add location information in the collected data. Therefore, further applications can be 
developed based on these prototypes. For example, mobile sensor can be developed and 
implement in various vehicles or machineries for monitoring environment.  
As explained in Chapter 1, obtaining highly accurate positioning data is still costly in 
positioning markets. While goGPS positioning can produce accurate data at sub-meter level. 
Figure 7.7 shows various accuracies and the costs. Currently, goGPS positioning with low cost 
GPS can achieve an accuracy to within around 40 cm ~1 meter and it is rated just after single 
frequency professional GPS, whose cost is around ¥100,000~¥300,000.           
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Since the positioning processes are available as web services and reference data such 
as Jenoba’s VRS is provided through the Internet. Therefore, the provision of the goGPS 
relative kinematic positioning along with reference data services can be a good business 
potential, Jenoba Co., Ltd. and Applied Technology Co., Ltd.90 have collaborated on this 
research and started to investigate the potentiality of the market for this business. The 
service could have the potentiality to lower positioning market costs. This is targeting not 
only Japan, but also other countries since the service can be offered online. Furthermore, 
when GPS-enabled phones or mobile devices can produce raw GPS data in the future, the 
goGPS positioning service can deliver more accurate data to cell-phone users through the 
Internet.    
 
7.4 Network based remote processing through real-time data stream  
One of the practical applications using goGPS is to apply for network based real-time 
positioning. Recently, the widening of Internet coverage in public spaces, high-speed wireless 
access has become increasingly available for the general public, especially in Japan. One 
service example is WiMAX service, which started in 2009 in Japan, and covers a wide area. 
The mobile service allows users to access fast Internet connectivity with a maximum speed of 
up to 40Mbps. Moreover, the next generation of mobile telecommunication networks, known 
as LTE or Super 3G, was started in the end of 2010. It is expected to provide more than 
100Mbps at the maximum download speed in the future.    
Due to these developments of the mobile environment, tracking services are also 
developing, for example, navigation services using cell-phones. As described the current 
limitation in the introduction, GPS-enabled phones can only offer low level positioning, the 
accuracy is around 3~5 meters. These GPS-enabled phones can improve the accuracy to some 
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meter level using correction information of the support servers that are set up in the network, 
called as Assisted GPS. However, the accuracy depends on the positioning location and 
distance between the relay station and the cell-phones. Moreover, in locations where enclosed 
by the skyscraper in urban area, the accuracy degrades further.  These mentioned issues 
could be mitigated by applying the goGPS real-time positioning.  
Basic components of network based real-time positioning were implemented in Java 
goGPS. Socket programs were developed (Yoshida and Raghavan, 2008) and improved in 
order to carry out initial tests of network-based remote processing between a GPS rover and a 
server in which running goGPS. A socket is a kind of network address, a combination of IP 
address and a port number in a network computer. Socket communications work between a 
socket server and a socket client programs. The socket server opens a certain port and 
receives the data with TCP or UDP connection. The client designates the port and IP address 
of the server and sends data to the socket server. Socket server and client programs were 
developed using the Java Communication API91. The Java client program enables a GPS 
rover to send raw data (in this example, u-blox binary stream) to the server running goGPS. 
One of the reasons for adopting Java is that the programs can run under any OS and devices 
that support JVM (e.g. Linux, Apple Macintosh and also embedded devices). Figure 7.8 shows 
Java socket program was set up in Windows Mobile and the program is carried out through 
Mysaifu JVM92. Such compatibility widens the usability of accurate positioning data. For 
example, it is easy to apply for Android93 applications in smart-phones or other handheld 
devices. a PDA, Windows Mobile 5 in SHARP EM-ONE with a broadband mobile connection, 
the HSDPA was used for the test. The program communicates with a GPS receiver through 
Bluetooth connection and sends the data to the socket server through socket communication. 
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There were some limitations in previous version of this function in MATLAB goGPS. 
One is that MATLAB does not support multi-threaded processing. Therefore, goGPS could not 
accept multiple GPS rover clients at same time. This means that the goGPS server would 
have processed only one client while other clients would have had to wait for the 
communication to finish. The other limitation in MATLAB is the socket support. There are 
incompatibilities between MATLAB and the socket server program that was developed 
previously. In order to connect MATLAB goGPS and the socket server program it was needed 
to redirect the data stream to a local UDP port, which was then opened by MATLAB standard 
UDP functions (Realini et al., 2010). From a data integrity point of view, UDP is not a 
suitable communication protocol. On the contrary, Java goGPS can directly receive the data 
stream from the socket client through a reliable TCP socket communication. Subsequent 
development step will involve integrating the socket server program completely into goGPS 
Java code (Figure 7.9).  
goGPS remote processing was tested at a basic level for the purpose of this work.  
u-blox AEK-4T was connected to a client laptop, providing data at 1 Hz. In this experiment, a 
Java socket client program was installed on the laptop and goGPS was installed on a Linux 
server, together with a Java socket server program. Once the connection was established 
between the socket client and server, u-blox binary data started flowing through the network 
and they reached goGPS. The integrity and speed of the received data were verified by 
making goGPS decode and display them in real time. This procedure was repeated both over a 
LAN network and over a mobile Internet connection. No data loss was experienced, but the 
data transmission was delayed slightly more when using the mobile connection, as it was 
expected. 
An IT company in Switzerland, CRYMS has being implementing hardware and 
software for the project of the Swiss Federal Railways “SMART: Grösse der gemähten 
Grünflächen” (Patocchi, 2010), which aims at measuring geographic surfaces by means of 
low-cost GPS devices and RTK to compute positioning with sub-meter accuracy. One of the 
applications is a real-time tracking system for monitoring agricultural machinery, The 
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system is based on goGPS Java version, which is developed as a part of this research, and 
some prototype GPS receivers, which installed u-blox component, were also developed in 
order to obtain raw GPS data (Figure 7.10). The developing system can send the track logs to 
the goGPS server in real-time through 3G networks or it can also work as a data logger when 
Internet connection is unavailable. Figure 7.11 shows that a track result (red line) was 
displayed in a web interface after conducting real-time tracking using the prototype.  
Network based remote processing has been researched and applied for automating 
agricultural machinery by some location related companies such as Topcon94. The system, 
called as Precision Agriculture, can monitor and control agricultural machineries which were 
installed with GPS and remote controller for the machinery95. It can reduce personnel 
expenses, heavy labors and agricultural products. It is especially suitable for Japan since the 
number of full-time farmers is decreasing. However, the cost of the system is expensive and it 
is difficult to meet cost-benefit performance in case of small area lands such as Japanese 
agriculture. Providing highly accurate positioning at low cost can meet the demands and 
promote automating agriculture business.       
 
7.5 Hosting services for geospatal processing with cloud resources 
As described in Chapter 1, more and more companies and computer users tend to shift 
for hosting their servers and computers outsides such as cloud services and their daily tasks 
that have used software at their computers are going to be offered as services. Therefore, 
providing hosting services for various geospatial processing could be a good business source 
and useful for the public. Since ZOO WPS can host different kind of processes in various 
programming languages and it can enhance the re-usability of legacy applications, for 
example, it is sometimes difficult to find Fortran running environment.  
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In Chapter 6, Auto Scaling and Elastic Load Balancing of Amazon EC2 were 
investigated for the functions and also comparing the performances with grid platform. This 
research pointed out several disadvantages of Amazon cloud services in case of the goGPS 
positioning services. However, the cloud resource can be utilized for developing scalable and 
fault tolerance systems, especially it is suitable for the suggested hosting systems. Moreover, 
implementing grid platform in the cloud can be build for more practical system, handling a 
large number and heavy volume of requests simultaneously. The possible system is shown in 
Figure 7.12.  
In the system, some group of grid environments (a master and enough number of 
execution hosts) can be prepared in different availability zones which host servers are located 
at physically different locations in the same region. This can prevent system down from 
network or power failures caused by fire accidents or other troubles. Elastic Load Balancing 
function can be set up at the top of ZOO servers to distribute the requests. Auto Scaling 
function can be set up at the execution hosts in order to adjust the processing workloads. The 
function can also be useful for grid master hosts as it provides failsafe functionality like 
Shadow master of Grid Engine.    
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Chapter 8  
Conclusions and Further Studies 
 
Conclusions 
This thesis described the development of open services for enhancing positioning 
accuracy. The positioning services achieved the accuracy around 40 cm~1 meter level using 
goGPS relative kinematic positioning and low cost GPS receivers. Some low cost prototype 
receivers were also tested during this research and showed that these produce good accuracy 
and also indicated possible potentialities for further applications.  
goGPS Java version was newly developed during this research. By porting the codes 
from MATLAB enabled the positioning processes to be provided as OGC-compliant WPS by 
implementing in ZOO. This standardized service developments made it possible to provide 
web APIs to the users and developers. This could lead to enhance the usability of the services 
and significantly reduce the development costs and efforts. Several practical and possible 
applications of the services were shown in Chapter 7 to justify the usability and potentialities. 
In addition, the research showed the performance results for several comparative tests 
between goGPS Java and MATLAB versions. As expected, the result clarified the differences 
in performance between the two and indicated that the Java version of goGPS can work much 
faster than the MATLAB version. The test also included the evaluation of different Java 
matrix libraries for efficient matrix computations. As a result, porting goGPS does not only 
contributed to its performance, but it removes the barrier in using the code since goGPS users 
have required to buy the MATLAB license to run the program, and the porting also enables 
goGPS to handle network based real-time positioning, which had limitations in the MATLAB 
version, in a more robust and efficient way.  
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A Grid functionality using Grid Engine was integrated with ZOO to handle a large 
number of requests or heavy geo-spatial processes using the distributed grid execution hosts 
as the cluster. Some benchmark tests were carried out for comparing the performance of grids 
and other systems. The result clearly showed the grid’s superior performance in handling 
heavy processes simultaneously. The functionality can be applied for large-scale or HPC 
system deployment and it can also be utilized cloud resources such as Amazon EC2 for 
developing scalable and fault tolerance systems.  
The outcomes of this research can contribute to make highly accurate location data 
closer to the people by providing the open and standardized positioning services, which are 
integrating web technologies with GPS positioning enhanced interoperability and usability of 
the system. These lead to widen the use for accurate GPS positioning and also reduce costs on 
deploying high quality LBS. Open source and standards have been extensively utilized in the 
system development of this research. Therefore, the services can be used in various 
applications in a cost-effective manner. Finally, the potentiality of web services and the 
grid-cloud integration definitely pointed the future client models in the geospatial field 
toward the direction of thinner clients. This shift is expected to bring in lowering the costs on 
software and hardware.   
 
Further studies and developments 
 Further developments include, 
?	 Enabling multi-threaded processing in goGPS Java code and optimizing the processing 
speed, especially focusing on matrix computation and apply parallel processing using 
grid resource.  
?	 Developing real-time positioning for more than one rover client by accepting real-time 
data inputs from multiple rovers at the same time. 
?	 Developing GUI for goGPS Java to provide user-friendly interfaces.  
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?	 Developing hardware for goGPS based LBS using GIS client on mobile devices such as 
gvSIG mini96.  
?	 Testing with Japan’s QZSS, Michibiki 97  to enhance more accuracy. JAXA offers 
QZ-support98 to the GPS related organizations, which do research and development on 
GPS. Some collaboration studies with JAXA are being planned.  
 
Concerning goGPS WPS implementation, further goGPS Java processes are going to 
be implemented as WPS in order to provide various web services for GPS positioning, for 
example, RTK processing by goGPS KF, Epoch-by-epoch least squares processing, KF (on 
coordinates), RINEX file generation from binary data (RTCM99, UBX, etc.) and GPS-related 
data format conversion (KML, NMEA, GPX, etc.) These implementations enable developing 
fully browser-based application for GPS positioning and allowing general users to use goGPS 
precise positioning in their web browser or their own applications. 
    
                                                   
 
96 https://confluence.prodevelop.es/display/GVMN/Home;jsessionid=996EE51D2D3BF4303C381CA5D0EAEC78 
97 http://www.jaxa.jp/index_e.html 
98 http://www.satnavi.jaxa.jp/e/news/qz-support_e.html 
99 http://www.rtcm.org 
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Figure 2.1: Track log (blue line) is displayed in OpenLayers web interface 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Three components of the track-log management system 
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Figure 2.3: Quality filtering result based on positioning fix mode in OpenLayers interface 
(a) Before filtering, noisy points are displayed in a red circle  (b) After filtering 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (b) 
 
Figure 2.4: Satellite geometries and the interaction parts 
(a) Ideal satellite geometry  (b) Poor satellite geometry  
(a) (b) 
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Figure 2.5: Quality filtering result based on HDOP in OpenLayers interface 
(a) Before filtering  (b) HDOP filtering result 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: The accumulative distribution of GPS data and HDOP  
(after Song et al., 2010) 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 2.7: Complete tracks of experiment (blue circles) are displayed 
 
 
 
 
              
Figure 2.8: GPS tracks are filtered by DOP  
  (a) HDOP-filtered track  (b) KHDOP-filtered track 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 2.9: Simplification flow of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10: GPS track points that were taken at walking speed in Osaka city 
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Figure 2.11: Douglas-Peucker based line generalization results in Osaka city 
(a) Before generalization  (b) Line generalization result 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Satellite signals and multipath effect 
 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.2: A pipeline model for matching vehicle trajectories with road network  
(after Song et al., 2010) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Experimental site and data in Osaka city 
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 Figure 3.4: Hausdorff based map-matching 
(a) Filtered points   
(b) Map-matching result as a bold red line, 
   green circles are simplified points for (a)  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Map matched tracks using Hausdorff based matching 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.6: Map matched tracks using Fréchet based matching 
 
 
 
 
 
             
Figure 3.7: Fréchet based map-matching 
(a) Filtered points as blue circles   
(b) Map-matching result as a bold red line, 
       green circles are simplified points for (a)  
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4.1: Overview of goGPS double difference observations using a GPS master station 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: u-blox Evaluation Kit EVK-5T and antenna 
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Figure 4.3: goGPS interface in MATLAB 
  
 
 
        
Figure 4.4: A basic concept of Kalman Filter 
              (a) Typical Kalman Filter cycle (after Realini, 2009) 
              (b) Raw GPS tracks (red points) and KF results (blue points) 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of ZOO framework 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: ZOO WPS server and client communication 
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Figure 5.3: goGPS WPS result in XML is displayed in a web browser 
 
 
Figure 5.4: goGPS web interface 
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Figure 5.5: Web interface for map-matching WPS 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Zoomed result using web interface 
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Figure 6.1: Grid Engine overview 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Grid experiments using Linux based virtual machines at Apple iMac 
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Figure 6.3: Monitoring load statuses of grid clients in Apple Remote Desktop 
 
 
Figure 6.4: jQuery based data check function in Firebug plug-in 
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Figure 6.5: Overview of web enabled grid system 
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Figure 6.6: Result of httperf benchmark test 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Response time for certain numbers of requests (Grid and ZOO server) 
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Figure 6.8: Response time for certain numbers of requests (Grids and local processing) 
 
 
Figure 6.9: Web interface of Amazon Management Console 
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Figure 7.1: Searched results of GPS track logs 
(a) Result are returned in XML  
   (b) Track logs are displayed in OpenLayers interface  
 
 
 
Figure 7.2: XML result of Flickr request in a web browser 
 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 7.3: A photo and the EXIF information 
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Figure 7.4: POI (a photo and information) and GPS track logs (blue line) are displayed in 
OpenLayers interface 
 
 
Figure 7.5: Displaying exported KML (blue line and red markers) using Google Earth 
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Figure 7.6: GPS Prototype using SkyTraq kits 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.7: GPS accuracies and costs 
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Figure 7.8: GPS and Java socket client in Windows Mobile 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.9: Remote processing by socket communication 
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Figure 7.10: GPS Prototype for the SMART project (after Patocchi, 2010) 
 
 
 
Figure 7.11: A web interface for real-time GPS tracking (after Patocchi, 2010) 
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 Figure 7.12: Overview of grid platform in Amazon cloud resource  
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Table 4.1: Java matrix libraries and multi-thread support 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.2: Specifications of test machines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                   
 
100 http://commons.apache.org/math/ 
101 http://acs.lbl.gov/software/colt/ 
102 http://code.google.com/p/efficient-java-matrix-library/ 
103 http://math.nist.gov/javanumerics/jama/ 
104 http://jscience.org 
105 http://code.google.com/p/matrix-toolkits-java/ 
106 http://ojalgo.org 
107 http://sites.google.com/site/piotrwendykier/software/parallelcolt 
108 http://www.ujmp.org 
 Pure Java Multi-threaded 
Apache Commons Math100 ? ? 
Colt101 ? ? 
EJML102 ? ? 
JAMA103 ? ? 
JScience104 ? ? 
MTJ105 ? ? 
ojAlgo106 ? ? 
Parallel Colt107 ? ? 
UJMP108 ? ? 
 Server-grade PC Client-grade laptop 
CPU Intel Core i7-860 2.80 GHz (64 Bit) Intel Pentium M 1.30 GHz (32 Bit) 
RAM 8 GB 1 GB 
Operating System Linux Slackware64 13.0 (Kernel 2.6.29.6) 
Dual boot with: 
Windows XP Professional SP3 
Linux Slackware 12.2 (Kernel 2.6.27.7) 
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Table 4.3: Results of computation speed 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.1: ZOO supported languages 
 Core i7 Linux Pentium M Linux Pentium M Windows 
Epoch Total Single Total Single Total Single 
RINEX 
parsing 
MATLAB 520 sec 30.2 msec 4640 sec 270.7 msec 4070 sec 236.6 msec 
Java 4 sec 0.2 msec 10 sec 0.6 msec 17 sec 1.0 msec 
Core 
algorithms 
processing 
MATLAB 263 sec 15.3 msec 576 sec 33.5 msec 355 sec 20.6 msec 
Java 9 sec 0.5 msec 57 sec 3.3 msec 54 sec 3.1 msec 
Language Compiler Support 
C / C++ GCC4 Native 
Python Python interpreter Optional 
Fortran F77, F90 Optional 
PHP PHP embedded Optional 
Java Java SDK Optional 
Javascript SpiderMonkey Optional 
Perl Perl interpreter Optional 
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Table 6.1: Specification of tested grid composition in the research 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.2: Specification of grid system for the comparative test 
 
 
 
 
Type OS Virtualization Machine CPU Memory 
Master & 
Execute 
hosts 
Ubuntu 10.4 VMware Fusion MacBook Pro 2 Cores @ Intel Core2Duo 2.66GHz 2GB 
Execute 
host 
Xubuntu 
(OSGeoLive) 
VMware Fusion MacBook Pro 1 Core @ Intel Core2Duo 2.66GHz 1GB 
Execute 
host Ubuntu 10.10 VirtualBox iMac 
1 Core @ Intel 
Core2Duo 3.06GHz 4GB 
Execute 
host Ubuntu 10.4 None 
Sony VAIO  
type X 
1 Core @ Intel 
Atom 2GHz 2GB 
Execute 
host Ubuntu 10.4 VMware Fusion Mac Pro 
2 Cores @ Intel 
Xeon 2.26GHz 
Quad core, 2CPU 
2GB 
Execute 
host Ubuntu 10.4 VMware Fusion Mac Pro 
2 Cores @ Intel 
Xeon 2.26GHz 
Quad core, 2CPU 
2GB 
 
Execute 
host 
 
Xubuntu 
(OSGeoLive) 
VMware Fusion Mac Pro 
1 Core @ Intel 
Xeon 2.26GHz 
Quad core, 2CPU 
2GB 
Type OS Virtualization Software Machine 
Num. of 
CPU 
Cores 
Memory Num. of Machines 
Master 
host 
Ubuntu 
10.4 VirtualBox 
iMac 
Intel Core2Duo 
3.06GHz / 4GB 
2 Cores 2GB 1 
Execute 
host 
Ubuntu 
10.10 VirtualBox 
iMac 
Intel Core2Duo 
3.06GHz / 4GB 
2 Cores 2GB 19 
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Appendix A 
 
This comparative test is based on the java-matrix-benchmark of EJML (Abeles, 
2010b). The graphs show the comparison results of various computations with several Java 
matrix libraries. The red lined range indicates matrix sizes from 3x3 to ~40x40 that means 
goGPS uses the matrix sizes for the case of single-frequency GPS, on the other hand, the blue 
line indicates ~70x70, which is for double-frequency GPS case. 
 
Test Environment  
The below table describes experimental machine. A server grade machine with Mac 
OSX was setup for the test. Java Matrix Benchmark (JMatBench) was used for evaluating 
Java matrix libraries for speed and stability. This tool can be used by users to select the best 
library for their application and by developers for identifying bugs and weaknesses.  
Test Environment: 
Date 2010.08.20 
OS MacOS X 10.6.4 64bit 
CPU 2 Quad-Core Intel Xeon - 8 cores (16 hyperthreads) 
JVM Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM 1.6.0_20 
Benchmark 0.7pre 
Tested Libraries: 
Name Version 
Colt 1.2 
Commons Math 2.1 
EJML 0.14 
Jama 1.0.2 
JBlas 1.0.2 
MTJ 0.9.12 
OjAlgo 29.24 
Parallel Colt 0.9.4 
UJMP 0.2.5 with 3rd party 
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Evaluated Operations 
Two primary types of operations are tested; basic and solving linear systems. If a 
library did not support one of the operations it was simply omitted from that test. 
 
 
Basic Operations 
The following are several common operations used in linear algebra. There are many 
different permutations on these that some libraries support. For sake of brevity, only a few 
have been tested. 
The transpose then multiply test is included to allow libraries that do not do a 
physical transpose to demonstrate their transpose performance. In general square matrices 
are used to avoid biasing the results towards an internal row-major or column-major format 
due to CPU caching issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operation Description Matrix Dimension 
c = a + b Addition a = (m x m), b = (m x m) 
b = α * a Scaling a = (m x m) 
c = a * b Matrix multiplication. a = (m x m), b = (m x m) 
c = a * bT Transpose then multiplication. a = (m x m), b = (m x m) 
det(a) Determinant a = (m x m) 
b = aT Physical transpose. a = (m x m) 
b = inv(a) Invert. a = (m x m) 
b = symmInv(a) Invert a symmetric matrix a = (m x m) 
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Basic Operation Results 
Results are presented primarily using relative runtime plots. These plots show how 
fast one library runs relative to another library across a range of matrix sizes. The x-axis is 
input matrix size and the y-axis shows the relative runtime. In general matrix size refers to 
the width and height of the input matrix/matrices, e.g. 100 on the axis refers to a 100 by 100 
matrix with 1,000 elements. 
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Solving Linear Systems 
Most libraries provided ways to solve for linear systems. Typically there are 
different algorithms used when a square system is being solved for versus an over determined 
system. Thus there are two benchmarks. 
 
 
 
 
 
Results of Solving Linear Systems 
The x-axis is input matrix size and the y-axis shows the relative runtime. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operation Description Matrix Dimension 
x = a-1b where m=n Solving for x when "a" is a square non-singular matrix. a = (m x m), b = (m x 2m) 
x = a-1b where m>n Solving for x when it is an overdetermined system. a = (3m x m), b = (3m x 2m) 
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Appendix B 
 
This comparative test is based on the java-matrix-benchmark of EJML (Abeles, 
2010b). The graphs show the comparison results of various computations with several Java 
matrix libraries. The red lined range indicates matrix sizes from 3x3 to ~40x40 that means 
goGPS uses the matrix sizes for the case of single-frequency GPS, on the other hand, the blue 
line indicates ~70x70, which is for double-frequency GPS case. 
 
Test Environment  
The below table describes experimental machine. A client grade machine with Linux 
OS was setup for the test. Java Matrix Benchmark (JMatBench) was used for evaluating Java 
matrix libraries for speed and stability. This tool can be used by users to select the best 
library for their application and by developers for identifying bugs and weaknesses.  
Test Environment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tested Libraries: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date 2010.08.02 
OS Ubuntu 8.04 
CPU PentiumM 1.7 GHz - 1 core 
JVM Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM 1.6.0_16 
Benchmark 0.7 
Name Version 
Colt 1.2 
Commons Math 2.1 
EJML 0.14 
Jama 1.0.2 
JBlas 1.0.2 
MTJ 0.9.12 
OjAlgo 29.24 
Parallel Colt 0.9.4 
UJMP 0.2.5 with 3rd party 
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Evaluated Operations 
Two primary types of operations are tested; basic and solving linear systems. If a 
library did not support one of the operations it was simply omitted from that test. 
 
Basic Operations 
The following are several common operations used in linear algebra. There are many 
different permutations on these that some libraries support. For sake of brevity, only a few 
have been tested. 
The transpose then multiply test is included to allow libraries that do not do a 
physical transpose to demonstrate their transpose performance. In general square matrices 
are used to avoid biasing the results towards an internal row-major or column-major format 
due to CPU caching issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operation Description Matrix Dimension 
c = a + b Addition a = (m x m), b = (m x m) 
b = α * a Scaling a = (m x m) 
c = a * b Matrix multiplication. a = (m x m), b = (m x m) 
c = a * bT Transpose then multiplication. a = (m x m), b = (m x m) 
det(a) Determinant a = (m x m) 
b = aT Physical transpose. a = (m x m) 
b = inv(a) Invert. a = (m x m) 
b = symmInv(a) Invert a symmetric matrix a = (m x m) 
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Basic Operation Results 
Results are presented primarily using relative runtime plots. These plots show how 
fast one library runs relative to another library across a range of matrix sizes. The x-axis is 
input matrix size and the y-axis shows the relative runtime. In general matrix size refers to 
the width and height of the input matrix/matrices, e.g. 100 on the axis refers to a 100 by 100 
matrix with 1,000 elements. 
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Solving Linear Systems 
Most libraries provided ways to solve for linear systems. Typically there are 
different algorithms used when a square system is being solved for versus an over determined 
system. Thus there are two benchmarks. 
 
 
 
 
 
Results of Solving Linear Systems 
The x-axis is input matrix size and the y-axis shows the relative runtime. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operation Description Matrix Dimension 
x = a-1b where m=n Solving for x when "a" is a square non-singular matrix. a = (m x m), b = (m x 2m) 
x = a-1b where m>n Solving for x when it is an overdetermined system. a = (3m x m), b = (3m x 2m) 
